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Abstract: The Complex singlet extension of the Standard Model (CxSM) is the simplest
extension that provides scenarios for Higgs pair production with dierent masses. The
model has two interesting phases: the dark matter phase, with a Standard Model-like
Higgs boson, a new scalar and a dark matter candidate; and the broken phase, with all
three neutral scalars mixing. In the latter phase Higgs decays into a pair of two dierent
Higgs bosons are possible.
In this study we analyse Higgs-to-Higgs decays in the framework of singlet extensions
of the Standard Model (SM), with focus on the CxSM. After demonstrating that scenarios
with large rates for such chain decays are possible we perform a comparison between the
NMSSM and the CxSM. We nd that, based on Higgs-to-Higgs decays, the only possibility
to distinguish the two models at the LHC run 2 is through nal states with two dierent
scalars. This conclusion builds a strong case for searches for nal states with two dierent
scalars at the LHC run 2.
Finally, we propose a set of benchmark points for the real and complex singlet ex-
tensions to be tested at the LHC run 2. They have been chosen such that the discovery
prospects of the involved scalars are maximised and they full the dark matter constraints.
Furthermore, for some of the points the theory is stable up to high energy scales. For
the computation of the decay widths and branching ratios we developed the Fortran code
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sHDECAY, which is based on the implementation of the real and complex singlet extensions
of the SM in HDECAY.
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1 Introduction
The ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have es-
tablished the existence of a new scalar particle identied with the Higgs boson. The inves-
tigations are now focused on pinning down the pattern of electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB), which already started with the measurements of the Higgs couplings and will
continue with the search for physical processes that could give us some direct insight on
the structure of the potential. These are the processes involving triple scalar vertices [3{5]
from which the resonant ones are the most promising to lead to a detection during the
next LHC runs. So far no such resonant decay has been observed. Both the ATLAS and
the CMS collaboration have searched for double Higgs nal states produced by a narrow
resonance decaying into bbbb [6, 7] and bb [8, 9]. These and other nal states in double
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Higgs production, will be one of the priorities in Higgs physics during the LHC run 2.
Furthermore, the Higgs couplings extracted so far from the 7 and 8 TeV data show no large
deviations from the Standard Model (SM) expectations and point towards a very SM-like
Higgs sector.
In the SM, the double Higgs production cross section is rather small and even at the
high luminosity stage of the LHC it will be extremely challenging to measure the triple
Higgs coupling. However, in many beyond the SM (BSM) scenarios, resonant decays are
possible due to the existence of other scalar particles in the theory. This increases the
prospects for observing a nal state with two scalars. The simplest extension where a di-
Higgs nal state would be detectable at the LHC is the singlet extension of the SM, where
a hypercharge zero singlet is added to the scalar eld content of the model. When the
singlet is real one either obtains a new scalar mixing with the Higgs boson or the minimal
model for dark matter [10{25]. The model can also accommodate electroweak baryogenesis
by allowing a strong rst-order phase transition during the era of EWSB [26{30], if the
singlet is complex. In this case the spectrum features three Higgs bosons, either all visible
or one being associated with dark matter. In the present work we will focus mainly on
the complex version of the singlet extension although we will also discuss the case of a
real singlet. The collider phenomenology of the singlet model, which can lead to some
distinctive signatures at the LHC, has been previously discussed in [31{40].
Both the real and the complex singlet extensions, in the minimal versions that we
will discuss, can have at least two phases. Namely, a Z2-symmetric phase with a dark
matter candidate and a broken phase where the singlet component(s) mix with the neutral
scalar eld of the SM doublet. Therefore these models can be used as simple benchmarks for
resonant double Higgs production pp! H ! hh, where H generically denotes a new heavy
scalar and h the SM-like Higgs boson. Furthermore, the broken phase of the complex model
also allows for a decay of a heavy scalar h3 into two other scalars h1, h2 of dierent mass,
h3 ! h2 + h1. This particular decay is common in other extensions of the SM, such as the
Complex Two-Higgs Doublet Model (C2HDM) and the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric
extension of the SM (NMSSM) [41{56]. In the NMSSM a complex supereld S^ is added
to the Minimal Supersymmetric Model eld content allowing for a dynamical solution of
the  problem when the singlet eld acquires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value
(VEV). NMSSM Higgs sectors that feature light Higgs states in the spectrum can lead
to sizeable decay widths for Higgs decays into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons. Higgs-to-
Higgs decays in the NMSSM have been studied in [57{62] and several recent studies have
investigated the production of Higgs pairs in the NMSSM [57, 59, 63{65]. These processes
involve the trilinear Higgs self-coupling, which is known in the NMSSM including the full
one-loop corrections [57] and the two-loop O(ts) corrections [62] both in the real and
in the complex NMSSM. A recent study within the C2HDM on all possible CP-violating
scalar decays and the chances of detecting direct CP violation at the LHC can be found
in [66]. It is interesting to point out that decays of the type hi ! hjZ are forbidden in the
singlet extension because the model is CP-conserving and has no CP-odd states. In the
real NMSSM (and also in the CP-conserving 2HDM) the decay is possible provided CP(hi)
=   CP(hj) while in CP-violating models, like the C2HDM and the complex NMSSM,
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hi ! hjZ is always possible if kinematically allowed. Note that combinations of scalar
decays into pairs of scalars together with hi ! hjZ allow us not only to probe the CP
nature of the model but can also be used as a tool to identify the CP quantum numbers
of the scalars of the theory [66]. Finally there is an interesting scenario where all three
scalars hi are detected in hi ! ZZ. If the potential is CP-conserving then all three scalars
are CP-even. This is exactly what happens in the CxSM and in the NMSSM but not in
other simple extension of the the SM like the 2HDM.1
In order to calculate the branching ratios of the singlet models we have modied
HDECAY [68, 69] to include the new vertices. This new tool, sHDECAY, can be used to calculate
all branching ratios and widths in both the real and the complex singlet extensions of the
SM that we discuss. In each extension, both the symmetric phase and the broken phase
were considered leading to a total of four models. The detailed description of sHDECAY can
be found in appendix A2.
In this study we dene benchmark points for the LHC run 2 both for the complex singlet
model (CxSM) and the real singlet model (RxSM). We are guided by phenomenological
and theoretical goals. The rst is to maximize at least one of the Higgs-to-Higgs decays.
The second is related to the stability of the theory at higher orders. As discussed in [70], the
radiative stability of the model, at two loops, up to a high-energy scale, combined with the
constraint that the 125 GeV Higgs boson found at the LHC is in the spectrum, forces the
new scalar to be heavy. When we include all experimental constraints and measurements
from collider data, dark matter direct detection experiments and from the Planck satellite
and in addition force stability at least up to the Grand Unication Theory (GUT) scale,
we nd that the lower bound on the new scalar is about 170 GeV [70]. Finally, whenever
a dark matter candidate exists we force it to fully saturate the dark matter relic density
measured by Planck as well as to make it consistent with the latest direct detection bounds.
The renormalisation of the real singlet model has recently been addressed in [71, 72].
In [71] the focus was on the modications of the couplings of the SM-like Higgs to fermions
and gauge bosons while in [72] the goal was to determine the electroweak corrections to
the heavy Higgs decay, H, into the two light ones, h. In the former it was found that the
electroweak corrections are at most of the order of 1 % and this maximal value is attained
in the limit where the theory decouples and becomes indistinguishable from the SM. In
the latter it was found that the corrections to the triple scalar vertex (Hhh) are small,
typically of a few percent, once all theoretical and experimental constraints are taken into
account. Furthermore it was concluded that electroweak corrections are stable for changes
of the renormalisation scheme. There are so far no calculations of electroweak corrections
in the complex singlet extension of the SM.
We end the introduction with a word of caution regarding interference eects in the
real singlet model. The problem of interference in BSM scenarios has been raised in [73]
for the particular case of a real singlet extension of the SM. As shown in [73], the SM-like
Higgs contribution to the process gg ! h; H() ! ZZ ! 4l is non-negligible outside the
1Note however that if CP-violation is introduced via the Yukawa Lagrangian, the pseudoscalar can decay
to ZZ although in principle with a very small rate as shown in [67] for a particular realisation of the 2HDM.
2The program sHDECAY can be downloaded from http://www.itp.kit.edu/smaggie/sHDECAY/.
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non-SM scalar (H) peak region and interference eects can be quite large. These eects
were shown to range from O(10%) to O(1) for the integrated cross sections at the LHC at
a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV [74]. Moreover, these eects also modify the line shape of
the heavier scalar. However, as shown in [74] judicious kinematical cuts can be used in the
analysis to reduce the interference eects to O(10%). Recently, interference eects were
studied in the process gg ! h; H() ! hh at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD [75]. It
was found that the interference eects distort the double Higgs invariant mass distributions.
Depending on the heavier Higgs mass value, they can either decrease by 30% or increase by
20%. Further, it was shown that the NLO QCD corrections are large and can signicantly
distort kinematic distributions near the resonance peak. This means that any experimental
analysis to be performed in the future should take these eects into account.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we dene the singlet models, CxSM in
section 2.1 and RxSM in section 2.2, and we describe, in section 2.3, the constraints that
are applied. In the experimental constraints particular emphasis is put on the LHC run 1
data. The NMSSM is briey introduced in section 2.4 together with the constraints that
are used in the scan. In section 3 we present our numerical analysis and results. First, the
possibility of SM Higgs boson production from chain decays in the CxSM and RxSM after
run 1 is discussed in 3.1. Afterwards Higgs-to-Higgs decays at run 2 are investigated in 3.2
and the related features of the RxSM are compared to those of the CxSM in section 3.2.1
before moving on to the comparison of the CxSM with the NMSSM, which is performed
in section 3.2.2. Finally in section 3.3 benchmark points are presented for the CxSM and
the RxSM for the LHC run 2. Our conclusions are given in section 4. In appendix A the
implementation of the singlet models in sHDECAY is described and sample input and output
les are given. In appendix B we list the expressions for the scalar vertices in the singlet
extensions used in the scalar decays into pairs of scalars.
2 Models and applied constraints
In this section we dene the reference complex and real singlet models. These will be
analysed to dene benchmarks for the various allowed kinematical situations at the LHC
run 2, with a center-of-mass (c.m.) energy of 13 TeV. We review how EWSB proceeds
consistently with the observed Higgs boson and dene the couplings of the scalars of each
theory with the SM particles as well as within the scalar sector. We then describe the
various constraints that we apply to these singlet models. Subsequently the NMSSM is
briey introduced, and the ranges of the parameters used in the NMSSM scan are described,
together with the applied constraints.
2.1 The CxSM
The main model discussed is this work is a simple extension of the SM where a complex
singlet eld
S = S + iA ; (2.1)
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Phase Scalar content VEVs at global minimum
Symmetric (dark) 2 mixed + 1 dark hSi 6= 0 and hAi = 0
Broken (Z2 ) 3 mixed hSi 6= 0 and hAi 6= 0
Table 1. Phase classication for the version of the CxSM with the Z2 symmetry on the imaginary
component of the singlet, A!  A.
with hypercharge zero, is added do the SM eld content. All interactions are determined
by the scalar potential, which can be seen as a model with a U(1) global symmetry that is
broken softly. The most general renormalisable scalar potential, with soft breaking terms
with mass dimension up to two, is given by
VCxSM =
m2
2
HyH +

4
(HyH)2 +
2
2
HyHjSj2 + b2
2
jSj2 + d2
4
jSj4 +

b1
4
S2 + a1S+ c:c:

;
(2.2)
where the soft breaking terms are shown in parenthesis and the doublet and complex singlet
are, respectively,
H =
1p
2
 
G+
v + h+ iG0
!
and S =
1p
2
[vS + s+ i(vA + a)] : (2.3)
Here v  246 GeV is the SM Higgs VEV, and vS and vA are, respectively, the real and
imaginary parts of the complex singlet eld VEV.
In [76], the various phases of the model were discussed. In order to classify them it
is convenient to treat the real and the imaginary components of the complex singlet as
independent, which is equivalent to building a model with two real singlet elds. We focus
on a version of the model that is obtained by requiring a Z2 symmetry for the imaginary
component A (this is equivalent to imposing a symmetry under S! S). As a consequence
of this symmetry, the soft breaking couplings must be both real, i.e. a1 2 R and b1 2 R.
Observe that m;; 2; b2 and d2 must be real parameters for the potential to be real.
By analysing the minimum conditions one nds two possible phases that are consistent
with EWSB triggering the Higgs mechanism. They are:
 vA = 0 and vS 6= 0, in which case mixing between the doublet eld h and the
real component s of the singlet eld occurs, while the imaginary component A  a
becomes a dark matter candidate. We call this the symmetric or dark matter phase.
 vS 6= 0 and vA 6= 0, which we call the broken phase, with no dark matter candidate
and mixing among all scalars.
The model phases are summarized in table 1.
As discussed in [76], simpler models can be obtained with the same eld content by
imposing extra symmetries on the potential. The exact U(1)-symmetric potential has
a1 = b1 = 0, leading to either one or to two dark matter candidates depending on the
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pattern of symmetry breaking. One can also impose a separate Z2 symmetry for S and
A that forces a1 = 0 and b1 2 R and, again, gives rise to the possibility of having one or
two dark matter candidates. However, from the phenomenological point of view, the model
presented here covers all possible scenarios in terms of the accessible physical processes to be
probed at the LHC in a model with three scalars. In fact, even simpler models, like the real
singlet extension of the SM discussed below, have some similarities with this version of the
CxSM in what concerns the planned searches for the next LHC runs. However, typically,
the allowed parameter space of dierent models can also be quite dierent, implying that
the number of expected events may allow the exclusion of one model but not of another
qualitatively similar one.
Physical states and couplings. To obtain the couplings of the scalars to the SM
particles, we dene the mass eigenstates as hi (i = 1; 2; 3). They are obtained from the
gauge eigenstates h; s and a through the mixing matrix R0B@ h1h2
h3
1CA = R
0B@ hs
a
1CA ; (2.4)
with
RM2RT = diag  m21;m22;m23 ; (2.5)
and m1  m2  m3 denoting the masses of the neutral Higgs particles. The mixing matrix
R is parametrized as
R =
0B@ c1c2 s1c2 s2 (c1s2s3 + s1c3) c1c3   s1s2s3 c2s3
 c1s2c3 + s1s3  (c1s3 + s1s2c3) c2c3
1CA (2.6)
with si  sini and ci  cosi (i = 1; 2; 3) and
  =2 < i  =2 : (2.7)
In the dark matter phase, 2 = 3 = 0, the a eld coincides with A and it is the dark
matter candidate, which does not mix with h nor with s.
The couplings of hi to the SM particles are all modied by the same matrix element
Ri1. This means that, for any SM coupling 
(p)
hSM
where p runs over all SM fermions and
gauge bosons, the corresponding coupling in the singlet model for the scalar hi is given by

(p)
i = Ri1
(p)
hSM
: (2.8)
The coupling modication factor is hence independent of the specic SM particle to which
the coupling corresponds.
In the dark matter phase the same arguments apply with Ri1 = (R11; R21; 0). The
state i = 3 then corresponds to the dark matter candidate, which does not couple to any
of the SM fermions and gauge bosons.
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The couplings that remain to be dened are the ones of the scalar sector. They are
read directly from the scalar potential, eq. (2.2), after replacing the expansion about the
vacua, eq. (2.3). For the purpose of our analysis we only need the scalar triple couplings.
We dene them according to the following normalisation (i; j; k = 1; 2; 3):
Vhcubic =
1
3!
gijkhihjhk : (2.9)
These couplings determine, up to the phase space factor, the leading order expressions for
the Higgs-to-Higgs decay widths. In appendix B.1 we provide the expressions for these
couplings as well as for the quartic couplings, for completeness.
Parameters of the model. In section 3 we will present scans over the parameter space
of this model and we will identify benchmark points that represent various qualitatively dif-
ferent regions in this space. Regardless of the phase of the model under consideration, the
model always has seven parameters. The particular choice of independent parameters is just
a matter of convenience. For the broken phase we choose the set f1; 2; 3; v; vS ;m1;m3g
and for the dark phase the set f1; v; vS ; a1;m1;m2;m3  mAg. In our scans, all other de-
pendent parameters are determined internally by the ScannerS program [76, 77] according
to the minimum conditions for the vacuum corresponding to the given phase. This pro-
gram provides tools to automatise the parameter space scans of generic scalar extensions
of the SM. It also contains generic modules for testing local vacuum stability, to detect
symmetries, and library interfaces to the codes we have used to implement the constraints
(described later in section 2.3). Apart from v, which is obtained internally from the Fermi
constant GF , sHDECAY uses the same sets of input parameters and all other dependent pa-
rameters are calculated internally from these. In table 2 we present the values and ranges
of parameters that were allowed in the scan, before applying constraints. Note that in the
broken phase the mass that is not an input is obtained from the following relation
m22 =  
m21m
2
3R21R22
m23R11R12 +m
2
1R31R32
: (2.10)
2.2 The RxSM
In this study our main focus is the CxSM model in which all possibilities exist for the
decays of a scalar into two dierent or identical scalars, in a theory with three CP-even
scalars. The special case when the two scalars in the nal state of the decay are identical
is, however, also allowed in simpler models with just two scalar degrees of freedom. The
simplest such model is the real singlet model (RxSM). In fact, the broken phase of the
CxSM, the dark phase of the CxSM and the broken RxSM all share this possibility. In
order to compare these models in our analysis we now briey summarise the RxSM.
This model is obtained by adding a real singlet S with a Z2 symmetry (S !  S) to
the SM. Then the most general renormalisable potential reads
VRxSM =
m2
2
HyH +

4
(HyH)2 +
HS
2
HyHS2 +
m2S
2
S2 +
S
4!
S4 ; (2.11)
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Input parameter
Broken phase
Min Max
mh125 (GeV) 125.1 125.1
mhother (GeV) 30 1000
v (GeV) 246.22 246.22
vS (GeV) 1 1000
1  =2 =2
2  =2 =2
3  =2 =2
Input parameter
Dark phase
Min Max
mh125 (GeV) 125.1 125.1
mhother (GeV) 30 1000
mA (GeV) 30 1000
v (GeV) 246.22 246.22
vS (GeV) 1 1000
1  =2 =2
a1(GeV
3)  108 0
Table 2. Ranges of input parameters used for each phase of the CxSM: in both phases, we denote
one of the visible states by mh125 , which is the SM-like Higgs state, and its value is xed to the
experimental value. In the broken phase (left), mhother denotes one of the other visible scalars, and
the remaining one is obtained from the input using eq. (2.10). In the dark phase (right), all three
masses are input parameters, and mA refers to the dark matter scalar.
where m;; HS ;mS and S are real. Electroweak symmetry breaking, with a vacuum
consistent with the Higgs mechanism occurs when the following vacuum expectation values
are chosen:
H =
1p
2
 
G+
v + h+ iG0
!
and S = vS + s : (2.12)
Again v  246 GeV is the SM Higgs VEV, and vS is the singlet VEV. In this model, we are
primarily interested in the broken phase, vS 6= 0, where we use the notation m1 and m2 for
the scalar states, ordered in mass, that mix two-by-two. The mixing matrix is precisely the
same as the sub-block responsible for the mixing in the dark phase of the complex singlet
when 1   and 2 = 3 = 0.
In the symmetric phase, only the observed Higgs boson with mass m1  mh125 is
visible. For the dark matter candidate we have the mass m2  mD. In the broken phase,
on the contrary, both scalars are visible with one of them corresponding to the SM-like
Higgs boson. In the following we will focus on the broken phase since it allows for the
Higgs-to-Higgs decays that we want to use in the comparison with the CxSM.
Regarding couplings everything is similar to the CxSM, i.e. the couplings of the various
scalars are controlled by the same rule, eq. (2.8), with the reduced two-by-two mixing
matrix. The couplings among the scalars are again directly read from the potential of
the model, eq. (2.11), after expanding about the vacua, eq. (2.12), and they are given in
appendix B.2.
Finally, for the scans over the parameter space of this model we note that the model
has ve independent parameters, which are chosen as f1  ;m1;m2; v; vSg. In the im-
plementation of the decays for the broken phase in sHDECAY we choose the same set, with
the SM VEV, v, determined from the Fermi constant GF . All other dependent parameters
are determined internally by sHDECAY, and by ScannerS according to the minimum con-
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Scan parameter
Broken phase
Min Max
mh125 (GeV) 125.1 125.1
mhother (GeV) 30 1000
v (GeV) 246.22 246.22
vS (GeV) 1 1000
  =2 =2
Table 3. Ranges of scan parameters used for the broken phase of the RxSM: the mass of one of
the two visible scalars has been xed to the measured Higgs mass value mh125 , whereas the other
mass mhother is scanned over.
ditions for the vacuum corresponding to the given phase. In table 3 we present the values
and ranges of parameters that were allowed in the scan before applying constraints.
For completeness we note that the input parameters for the implementation of
the dark matter phase in sHDECAY, which we do not analyse here, are chosen as
m1  mh125 ;m2  mD; S ;m2S ; v
	
(v is again determined from GF ).
2.3 Constraints applied to the singlet models
To restrict the parameter space of the singlet models we apply various theoretical and
phenomenological constraints. These have been described in [76] and recently updated
in [70]. We will only discuss them briey expanding mostly on the constraints from collider
physics, which is the focus of our discussion on benchmarks for the LHC run 2.
Theoretical constraints. We apply both to the CxSM and the RxSM the constraints
that: i) the potential must be bounded from below; ii) the vacuum we have chosen must be
a global minimum and iii) that perturbative unitarity holds. The rst two are implemented
in the ScannerS code [76, 77] using the relevant inequalities for the CxSM and the RxSM.
Perturbative unitarity is tested using a general internal numerical procedure in ScannerS,
which can perform this test for any model, see [76, 77].
Dark matter constraints. In the dark phase of the CxSM, we compute the relic density

Ah
2 with micrOMEGAS [78] and use it to exclude parameters space points for which 
Ah
2 is
larger than 
ch
2+3, where 
ch
2 = 0:11990:0027 is the combination of the measurements
from the WMAP and Planck satellites [79, 80] and  denotes the standard deviation.
As for bounds on the direct detection of dark matter, we compute the spin-independent
scattering cross section of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPS) on nucleons also
with micrOMEGAS with the procedure described in [76] and the points are rejected if the
cross section is larger than the upper bound set by the LUX2013 collaboration [81].
Electroweak precision observables. We also apply a 95% exclusion limit from the
electroweak precision observables S; T; U [82, 83]. We follow precisely the procedure re-
viewed in [70] and implemented in the ScannerS code and therefore do not repeat the
discussion here.
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Collider constraints. The strongest phenomenological constraints on models with an
extended Higgs sector typically arise from collider data, most importantly from the LHC
data. On one hand, one must ensure that one of the scalar states matches the observed
signals for a Higgs boson with a mass of ' 125 GeV. The masses of the other two scalars
can either be both larger, both smaller and one larger and one smaller than that of the
discovered Higgs.
On the other hand, all other new scalars must be consistent with the exclusion bounds
from searches at various colliders, namely the Tevatron, LEP and LHC searches. The
strongest constraints on the parameter space come from the measurements of the rates of
the 125 GeV Higgs performed by ATLAS and CMS during the LHC run 1. The experi-
mental bounds are imposed with the help of ScannerS making use of its external interfaces
with other codes. We have applied 95% C.L. exclusion limits using HiggsBounds [84]. As
for consistency with the Higgs signal measurements we test the global signal strength of
the 125 GeV Higgs boson with the latest combination of the ATLAS and the CMS LHC
run 1 datasets, i.e. 125 = 1:09 0:11 [85]. In the remainder of the analysis, for the singlet
models, we x the SM-like Higgs mass to 125:1 GeV, which is the central value3 of the
ATLAS/CMS combination reported in [86]. Note, also, that in our scans we required the
non-SM-like Higgs masses to deviate by at least 3.5 GeV from 125.1 GeV, in order to avoid
degenerate Higgs signals.
HiggsBounds computes internally various experimental quantities such as the sig-
nal rates
hi =
New(hi)BRNew (hi ! XSM)
SM(hi)BRSM (hi ! XSM) : (2.13)
Here New(hi) denotes the production cross section of the Higgs boson, hi, in the new model
under consideration and SM(hi) the SM production cross section of a Higgs boson with
the same mass. Similarly, BRNew is the branching ratio for hi in the new model to decay
into a nal state with SM particles XSM, and BRSM the corresponding SM quantity for a
Higgs boson with the same mass. For the computation of the rates HiggsBounds requires
as input for all scalars: the ratios of the cross sections for the various production modes, the
branching ratios and the total decay widths. In singlet models, at leading order (and also
at higher order in QCD), the cross section ratios are all simply given by the suppression
factor squared, R2i1, see eq. (2.8). Regarding the branching ratios and total decay widths
we have used the new implementation of the CxSM and the RxSM in sHDECAY as described
in appendix A.
In the analyses of sections 3.2 and 3.3 the hi production cross sections through gluon
fusion, gg ! hi, are needed at 13 TeV c.m. energy. We have computed these both with
the programs SusHi [87] and HIGLU [88] at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD
and with higher order electroweak corrections consistently turned o. The results of the
two computations agreed within the numerical integration errors and within parton density
function uncertainties. In the analysis we have used the results from HIGLU.
3The reported value with the experimental errors is mhSM = 125:09 0:21(stat) 0:11(syst) GeV.
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2.4 The NMSSM
Supersymmetric models require the introduction of at least two Higgs doublets. In the
NMSSM this minimal Higgs sector is extended by an additional complex supereld S^.
After EWSB the NMSSM Higgs sector then features seven Higgs bosons. These are, in the
CP-conserving case, three neutral CP-even, two neutral CP-odd and two charged Higgs
bosons. The NMSSM Higgs potential is derived from the superpotential, the soft SUSY
breaking terms and the D-term contributions. The scale-invariant NMSSM superpotential
in terms of the hatted superelds reads
W = bS bHu bHd + 
3
bS3 + ht bQ3 bHubtcR   hb bQ3 bHdbbcR   h bL3 bHdb cR ; (2.14)
where we have included only the third generation fermions. While the rst term replaces
the -term H^uH^d of the MSSM superpotential, the second term, cubic in the singlet
supereld, breaks the Peccei-Quinn symmetry so that no massless axion can appear. The
last three terms represent the Yukawa interactions. The soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian
gets contributions from the scalar mass parameters for the Higgs and the sfermion elds.
In terms of the elds corresponding to the complex scalar components of the superelds
the Lagrangian reads
 Lmass = m2Hu jHuj2 +m2Hd jHdj2 +m2S jSj2
+m2~Q3
j ~Q23j+m2~tR j~t
2
Rj+m2~bR j~b
2
Rj+m2~L3 j~L
2
3j+m2~R j~2Rj : (2.15)
The contributions from the trilinear soft SUSY breaking interactions between the sfermions
and the Higgs elds are comprised in
 Ltril = AHuHdS + 1
3
AS
3 + htAt ~Q3Hu~t
c
R   hbAb ~Q3Hd~bcR   hA ~L3Hd~ cR + h:c:(2.16)
The soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian that contains the gaugino mass parameters is given by
 Lgauginos = 1
2
"
M1 ~B ~B +M2
3X
a=1
~W a ~Wa +M3
8X
a=1
~Ga ~Ga + h:c:
#
: (2.17)
We will allow for non-universal soft terms at the GUT scale. After EWSB the Higgs dou-
blet and singlet elds acquire non-vanishing VEVs. By exploiting the three minimisation
conditions of the scalar potential, the soft SUSY breaking masses squared for Hu, Hd and
S in Lmass are traded for their tadpole parameters. The Higgs mass matrices for the three
scalar, two pseudoscalar and the charged Higgs bosons are obtained from the tree-level
scalar potential after expanding the Higgs elds about their VEVs vu, vd and vs, which we
choose to be real and positive,
Hd =
 
(vd + hd + iad)=
p
2
h d
!
; Hu =
 
h+u
(vu + hu + iau)=
p
2
!
; S =
vs + hs + iasp
2
:
(2.18)
The 3 3 mass matrix squared, M2S , for the CP-even Higgs elds is diagonalised through
a rotation matrix RS yielding the CP-even mass eigenstates Hi (i = 1; 2; 3),
(H1; H2; H3)
T = RS(hd; hu; hs)T : (2.19)
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The Hi are ordered by ascending mass, MH1  MH2  MH3 . In order to obtain the CP-
odd mass eigenstates, A1 and A2, rst a rotation RG is performed to separate the massless
Goldstone boson G, which is followed by a rotation RP to obtain the mass eigenstates
(A1; A2; G)
T = RPRG(ad; au; as)T ; (2.20)
which are ordered such that MA1 MA2 .
The tree-level NMSSM Higgs sector can be parametrised by the six parameters
 ;  ; A ; A; tan = vu=vd and e = vs=
p
2 : (2.21)
We choose the sign conventions for  and tan such that they are positive, whereas ,
A, A and e can have both signs. In order to make realistic predictions for the Higgs
masses we have taken into account the higher order corrections to the masses. Through
these corrections also the soft SUSY breaking mass terms for the scalars and the gauginos
as well as the trilinear soft SUSY breaking couplings enter the Higgs sector.
In the NMSSM several Higgs-to-Higgs decays are possible if kinematically allowed. In
the CP-conserving case the heavier pseudoscalar A2 can decay into the lighter one A1 and
one of the two lighter Higgs bosons H1 or H2.
4 The heavier CP-even Higgs bosons can
decay into various combinations of a pair of lighter CP-even Higgs bosons or into a pair of
light pseudoscalars. Hence, in principle we can have,
A2 ! A1 +H1 ; A2 ! A1 +H2
H2;3 ! H1 +H1 ; H3 ! H1 +H2 ; H3 ! H2H2
H1;2;3 ! A1A1 :
(2.22)
Not all of these decays lead to measurable rates, however. Furthermore, if the decay widths
of the SM-like Higgs boson into lighter Higgs pairs are too large, the compatibility with
the measured rates is lost. In order to investigate what rates in the various SM nal states
can be expected from Higgs-to-Higgs decays an extensive scan in the NMSSM parameter
spaces needs to be performed. We have generated a new sample of NMSSM scenarios,
following a procedure similar to an earlier publication [59], to obtain the decay rates into
Higgs pairs. The scan ranges and the applied criteria shall be briey discussed here and
we refer the reader to [59] for further details.
For the scan, tan , the eective  parameter and the NMSSM specic parameters
; ;A and A have been varied in the ranges
1  tan  30 ; 0    0:7 ;  0:7    0:7 ; (2.23)
 2 TeV  A  2 TeV ;  2 TeV  A  2 TeV ;  1 TeV  e  1 TeV : (2.24)
Perturbativity constraints have been taken into account by applying the rough constraintp
2 + 2  0:7 : (2.25)
4The heavy pseudoscalar A2 and the heavy scalar H3 are in most scenarios degenerate in mass.
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We have varied the trilinear soft SUSY breaking couplings of the up- and down-type quarks
and the charged leptons, AU ; AD and AL with U  u; c; t;D  d; s; b and L  e; ;  ,
independently in the range
 2 TeV  AU ; AD; AL  2 TeV : (2.26)
For the soft SUSY breaking right- and left-handed masses of the third generation we choose
600 GeV M~tR = M ~Q3  3 TeV ; 600 GeV M~R = M~L3  3 TeV ; M~bR = 3 TeV :
(2.27)
For the rst two generations we take
M~uR;~cR = M ~dR;~sR = M ~Q1;2 = M~eR;~R = M~L1;2 = 3 TeV : (2.28)
The gaugino soft SUSY breaking masses are chosen to be positive and varied in the ranges
100 GeV M1  1 TeV ; 200 GeV M2  1 TeV ; 1:3 TeV M3  3 TeV : (2.29)
The chosen parameter ranges entail particle masses that are compatible with the exclusion
limits on SUSY particle masses [89{102] and with the lower bound on the charged Higgs
mass [103, 104]. With the help of the program package NMSSMTools [105{107] we checked
for the constraints from low-energy observables and computed the input necessary for
HiggsBounds to check for consistency with the LEP, Tevatron and the LHC run 1 latest
exclusion limits from searches for new Higgs bosons. Details are given on the webpage of
the program.5 Via the interface with micrOMEGAS [108{111] also the compatibility with
the upper bound of the relic abundance of the lightest neutralino as the NMSSM dark
matter candidate with the latest PLANCK results was veried [79]. Among the points
that are compatible with the NMSSMTools constraints, only those are kept that feature
a SM-like Higgs boson with mass between 124 and 126 GeV. This can be either H1 or
H2 and will be called h in the following. In addition, according to our criteria, a Higgs
boson is SM-like if its signal rates into the WW , ZZ, , bb and  nal states are
within 2 times the 1 interval around the respective best t value. We use the latest
combined signal rates and errors reported by ATLAS and CMS in [85], in a 6-parameter
t. In this t, the ve rates mentioned above are for fermion mediated production, so in
their computation we approximate the inclusive production cross section by the dominant
production mechanisms, gluon fusion and bb annihilation. The sixth parameter of the t
is the ratio between the rate for vector mediated production and the fermion mediated
production, which we also check to be within 2. The cross section for gluon fusion is
obtained by multiplying the SM gluon fusion cross section with the ratio between the
NMSSM Higgs decay width into gluons and the corresponding SM decay width at the
same mass value. The two latter rates are obtained from NMSSMTools at NLO QCD. The
SM cross section was calculated at NNLO QCD with HIGLU [88]. For the SM-like Higgs
boson this procedure approximates the NMSSM Higgs cross section, computed at NNLO
QCD with HIGLU, to better than 1%. As for the cross section for bb annihilation we multiply
5http://www.th.u-psud.fr/NMHDECAY/nmssmtools.html.
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the SM bb annihilation cross section with the eective squared bb coupling obtained from
NMSSMTools. For the cross section values we use the data from [112], which was produced
with the code SusHi [87]. Note that, similarly to the CxSM analysis, we have excluded
degenerate cases where other non-SM-like Higgs bosons would contribute to the SM-like
Higgs signal, by requiring that the masses of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons deviate by at
least 3.5 GeV from 125.1 GeV. Finally, note that in [59] the branching ratios obtained with
NMSSMTools were cross-checked against the ones calculated with NMSSMCALC [113, 114].
There are dierences due to the treatment of the radiative corrections to the Higgs boson
masses6, as well as due to the more sophisticated and up-to-date inclusion of the dominant
higher order corrections to the decay widths and the consideration of o-shell eects in
NMSSMCALC. The overall picture, however, remains unchanged.
3 Numerical analysis
In this section, we analyse the consequences of the Higgs-to-Higgs decays on the allowed
parameter space after applying the constraints described in sections 2.3 and 2.4. First we
analyse the importance of chain decays for the production of the SM-like Higgs boson (sec-
tion 3.1), then we discuss the prospects of using such Higgs-to-Higgs decays to distinguish
between the various models (section 3.2) and, nally, we provide a set of benchmark points
for the singlet models in section 3.3.
3.1 Higgs boson production from chain decays in the CxSM and RxSM
In models with extended Higgs sectors, where additional scalar states exist that can interact
with the SM Higgs boson, the signal rates for a given SM nal state XSM, eq. (2.13), do not
account for the total process leading to XSM through Higgs boson decays. This is the case
for the singlet models, where the same nal state may be reached through an intermediate
step with a heavy scalar, hi, decaying into two lighter scalars hj ; hk (which may be dierent
or not), that nally decay into a nal state XSM.
In the following we will investigate the question: can such resonant decays of a heavy
Higgs boson into a nal state containing a reconstructed SM-like Higgs boson (which is the
one being observed at the LHC) compete with the direct production of the observed Higgs
state [120]? We will call the former production mechanism chain production. For a given
channel XSM in which the SM-like Higgs is observed, the total rate is then dened as
Th125  h125 + Ch125 ; (3.1)
where
Ch125 
X
i
New(hi)
SM(h125)
Nhi;h125
BRNew (h125 ! XSM)
BRSM (h125 ! XSM) : (3.2)
6In NMSSMTools the full one-loop and the two-loop O(s(b + t)) corrections at vanishing external
momentum [115] are included. NMSSMCALC provides both for the real and the complex NMSSM the full one-
loop corrections including the momentum dependence in a mixed DR on-shell renormalisation scheme [116{
118] and the two-loop O(st) corrections at vanishing external momentum. For the latter, in the (s)top
sector the user can choose between on-shell and DR renormalisation conditions. For a comparison of the
codes, see also [119].
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Here Nhi;h125 is the expected number of h125 Higgs bosons produced in the decay of hi,
which, for a model with up to 3 scalars, is given by
Nhi;h125 
4X
n=1
n Phi;nh125 ; (3.3)
where Phi;nh125 are the probabilities of producing n of the observed Higgs boson h125 from
the decay of hi,
Phi;1h125 = BRNew (hi ! hj + h125) (1  BRNew (hj ! h125 + h125))
Phi;2h125 = BRNew (hi ! h125 + h125) + 2BRNew (hi ! hj + hj)
(1  BRNew (hj ! h125 + h125)) BRNew (hj ! h125 + h125) (3.4)
Phi;3h125 = BRNew (hi ! hj + h125) BRNew (hj ! h125 + h125)
Phi;4h125 = BRNew (hi ! hj + hj) BRNew (hj ! h125 + h125)2 ;
with i 6= j and mhj < mhi . Replacing in eq. (3.2) the branching ratios by the partial
and total widths and exploiting the fact that the production cross section and the direct
decay widths of hi into SM nal states are both modied by R
2
i1, compared to the SM, we
arrive at
Ch125 '
X
i
R2i1
SM(hi)
SM(h125)
Nhi;h125
X
XSM
BRNew(h125 ! XSM) : (3.5)
It is important to note, from eq. (3.5), that Ch125 is in fact independent of the SM nal
state XSM. This simplies the analysis because we can study this global quantity instead
of each nal state individually.
In the remainder of this section we compare the relative importance of direct production
to chain production in the singlet models through the ratio Ch125=
T
h125
. This measures
the fraction of Higgs events from chain production with respect to the total number of
Higgs events. The allowed parameter space for the CxSM model after LHC run 1 was
recently analysed in detail in [70]. In this study it was found that, in the broken phase,
all kinematical possibilities are still allowed, i.e. the observed Higgs boson can be any of
the three scalars and the corresponding couplings may deviate considerably from the SM.
Similarly, in the dark phase of the CxSM or the broken phase of the RxSM, all kinematically
dierent situations are still allowed for the two visible scalars.
Here we point out that even for the interpretation of the LHC run 1 data, it is important
to take into account the contributions from chain decays in the measurements of the SM
Higgs signal rates. In some cases, these contribution can be up to 15% of the total signal
rate. In singlet models, where the direct decay signal rate is simply suppressed relative
to the SM limit, this can lead to viable points that would naively be excluded if this
contribution is not included. On the other hand it is interesting to investigate which points
are still allowed by the LHC run 1 data and, simultaneously, have the largest possible chain
decay contributions. In this way, a new heavy scalar may be found indirectly at run 2 in
decays into a SM Higgs pair (in any of the singlet models we discuss) or into a SM Higgs
with a new light scalar (in the broken phase of the CxSM).
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Figure 1. The fraction of chain decays to the total signal rate as a function of mh3 (left) and of the
mass of the non-SM-like Higgs boson (right) for the case where h125  h1 (upper) and h125  h2
(lower). The coloured points are overlaid on top of each other in the order 3, 2, 1. Each layer
corresponds to points that fall inside the region where the total signal rate Th125 is within 3 (red),
2 (blue) and 1 (green) from the best t point of the global signal rate using all LHC run 1 data
from the ATLAS and CMS combination [85].
In gure 1 we present a sample of points generated for the broken phase of the CxSM
in the scenario where the observed Higgs boson is the lightest scalar (top panels) and the
next-to-lightest scalar (bottom panels). We present projections against the masses of the
two new scalars that can be involved in the chain decay contributions. We overlay three
layers of points for which the total signal rate Th125 is, respectively, within 3 (red), 2
(blue) and 1 (green) of the LHC run 1 best t point for the global signal strength. The
vertical axis shows the fraction of the signal rate that is due to the chain decay contribution.
In the upper plots, where h1  h125, chain decays become possible above mh3 = 250 GeV,
cf. gure 1 (upper left). In the upper right plot points exist when mh2 & 129 GeV due to
the minimum required distance of 3.5 GeV from mh125 . In the lower two plots, h2  h125,
so that with the lowest h1 mass value of 30 GeV in our scan, cf. gure 1 (lower right), chain
decays come into the game for mh3 & 155 GeV. It can be inferred from the top panels,
that when the Higgs boson is the lightest scalar, the chain decay contribution can be up to
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Figure 2. The fraction of chain decays to the total signal rate in the dark phase of the CxSM (left)
and in the broken phase of the RxSM (right): the colour code is the same as in gure 1.
 6% ( 12%) at 2 (3). We have also produced plots where we apply the 2 (3) cut
on the rate for direct h125 production and decay, i.e. on h125 instead of 
T
h125
. In that case
we observe a reduction of the maximum allowed Ch125=
T
h125
and the numbers will change
to  4% ( 9%). This means that imposing a constraint on the parameter space without
including the chain decay contribution would be too strong and points with larger chain
decays at the LHC run 2 would in fact still be allowed. The kink observed in gure 1 (upper
right) at mh2 = 250 GeV is due to the opening of the decay channel h2 ! h125 +h125 which
now also adds to the chain decay contributions from h3 ! h125 + h125 and h3 ! h125 + h2.
The observed tail for large masses stems from the constraints from electroweak precision
observables (EWPOs). In this region both mh2 and mh3 are large so that EWPOs force
the factors R2i1 for the SM couplings of the two heavy Higgs bosons to be small, thus
suppressing the contribution from chain decays. In the upper left plot on the other hand,
the points for large mh3 also include the cases where mh2 can be small, which can then
have a larger modication factor R221 without being in conict with EW precision data.
Overall, the shape of the three dierent  regions in the various panels is the result of
an interplay between the kinematics and the applied constraints. To a certain extent the
structure can be directly related to the exclusion curves from the collider searches imposed
by HiggsBounds. This is e.g. the case for the peaks at mh2  170 GeV and mh2  280 GeV,
as we have checked explicitly by generating a sample of points without imposing collider
constraints.7
In the bottom plots of gure 1, where h125 is the next-to-lightest Higgs boson, the
relative fraction of the chain contribution on the total rate is much smaller with at most
 2% ( 4%) for the 2 (3) region. The reason is that here only the decays h3 !
h1 + h2; h2 + h2 contribute to the chain decays, while in the scenario with h125  h1 also
the h2 ! h1 +h1 decay is possible. The strong increase at mh3 = 250 GeV in the lower left
panel is due to the opening of the decay h3 ! h2 + h2, and the decrease in the number of
points for large values of mh3 is due to EWPOs. The remainder of the shapes of the three
7A similar behaviour was found in gure 8 (top and bottom right) of ref. [70].
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 region again is explained by the interplay between kinematics and applied constraints,
namely the exclusion curves from the Higgs data and their particular shape.
In gure 2 we display the fraction of chain decays for the scenarios where the Higgs is
the lightest visible scalar in the dark phase of the CxSM (left) and in the broken phase of
the RxSM (right). Both models show a similar behaviour. Above the kinematic threshold
for the chain decay, at mh2 = 250 GeV, the fraction of chain decays increases to about
14% in the CxSM (left plot) and 17% in the RxSM (right plot) for mh2  270 GeV and
a total signal rate within 3 of the measured value of the global signal rate . For the
total rate within 2 these numbers decrease to  7% (left plot), respectively,  9% (right
plot). As before, the suppression of the fraction of chain decays at large masses mh2 can be
attributed to EW precision constraints, and the second peak at larger h2 masses together
with the overall shape is explained by the combination of kinematics and constraints, in
particular the Higgs exclusion curves.
Note, that in the CxSM the density of points is lower simply because the parameter
space is higher dimensional and the independent parameters that were used to sample it do
not necessarily generate a uniform distribution of points in terms of the fraction of chain
decays. The samples have been generated in both cases with a few million points.
3.2 Higgs-to-Higgs decays at the LHC Run2
Many extensions of the SM allow for the decay of a Higgs boson into two lighter Higgs
states of dierent masses. Such a decay is not necessarily a sign of CP violation. In fact, in
the broken phase of the CxSM, although all three scalars mix, they all retain the quantum
numbers of the scalar in the doublet, i.e. they are all even under a CP transformation. On
the contrary, in the C2HDM it could be a signal of CP violation. Furthermore, even in
CP-conserving models, the CP number of the new heavy scalars may not be accessible at
an early stage if they are to be found at the LHC run 2. Thus, models that have a dierent
theoretical structure and Higgs spectrum may in fact look very similar at an early stage
of discovery.
In section 3.2.2 we will perform a comparison between the broken phase of the CxSM
and the NMSSM, which contains similar possibilities in terms of scalar decays into scalars,
if the CP numbers are not measured. We focus on resonant decays, which allow to probe
the scalar couplings of the theory, and, in many scenarios, may provide an alternative
discovery channel for the new scalars. First, however, we compare the Higgs-to-Higgs
decay rates at the LHC run 2 for the real singlet extension in its broken phase with the
CxSM. The results of this comparison will then allow us to draw meaningful conclusions
in the subsequent comparison between the NMSSM and CxSM-broken.
3.2.1 Comparison between the RxSM-broken and the two phases of the CxSM
We discuss the broken phase of the RxSM because it is the only one allowing for Higgs-to-
Higgs decays in this model. Depending on the mass of the non-SM-like additional Higgs
boson, we have two possible scenarios for the comparison of RxSM-broken and CxSM in
its symmetric (dark) and its broken phase:
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Figure 3. The 4b nal state rates for a heavier Higgs  decaying into two SM-like bosons h125
(left) and for the case where h125 decays into a pair of lighter bosons '. The production process is
gluon fusion at a c.m. energy of
p
s = 13 TeV. Blue points: CxSM-broken; green: CxSM-dark; and
red: RxSM-broken.
1) Scalar decaying into two SM-like Higgs bosons: this case is realized if the non-SM-like
Higgs state  is heavy enough to decay into a pair of SM-like Higgs states h125. The
real singlet case has to be compared to all possible decays of the complex case, which
are the same in the dark matter phase of the CxSM. In the broken phase, however,
we have the possibilities   h3;2 ! h1 + h1 for h1  h125 and   h3 ! h2 + h2 for
h2  h125. With the b-quark nal state representing the dominant decay channel, we
compare for simplicity only 4b nal states.
2) SM-like Higgs boson decaying into two identical Higgs bosons: here the non-SM-like
Higgs is lighter than the SM-like Higgs boson, and we denote it by '. If it is light
enough the decay h125 ! '+' is possible. This is the only case that can be realized
in RxSM-broken and CxSM-dark. In contrast, the decay possibilities of CxSM-broken
are given by h3 ! ' + ' with ' = h1 or h2 for h3  h125, and h2 ! ' + ' with
'  h1 for h2  h125. For simplicity again 4b nal states are investigated.
Figure 3 (left) shows the decay rates for case 1) in the broken phase (blue points) and the
dark matter phase (green) of the CxSM, and in the RxSM-broken (red). It demonstrates,
that the maximum rates in the RxSM-broken exceed those of the CxSM, although the
dierences are not large.
The results for case 2) are displayed in gure 3 (right). Again the maximum rates in
RxSM-broken are larger than those in the CxSM. In the dark matter phase the maximum
rates are not much smaller, while the largest rates achievable in CxSM-broken lie one
order of magnitude below those of the RxSM. We have veried that the larger rates
allowed for the models with two-by-two mixing (CxSM-dark and RxSM) result from their
dierent vacuum structure. The larger rates can be traced back to the branching ratio for
the Higgs-to-Higgs decay, BR(h125 ! ' + '), which diers, from model to model, in its
allowed parameter space for the new scalar couplings of the theory.
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3.2.2 Comparison of CxSM-broken with the NMSSM
We now turn to the comparison of the Higgs-to-Higgs decay rates that can be achieved
in the broken phase of the complex singlet extension with those of the NMSSM. We will
focus, in our discussion, on the comparison of nal state signatures that are common to
both models. We will not consider additional decay channels, that are possible for the
NMSSM Higgs bosons, such as decays into lighter SUSY particles, namely neutralinos or
charginos, or into a gauge and Higgs boson pair. These decays would add to the distinction
of the CxSM-broken from the NMSSM, if they can be identied as such. Depending on
the NMSSM parameter points, various such decay possibilities may be possible and will
require a dedicated analysis that is beyond the scope of this paper. Our approach here is
a dierent one. We assume we are in a situation where we have found so far only a subset
of the Higgs bosons common to both models, where we have not observed any non-SM
nal state signatures yet and where we do not have information yet on the CP properties
of the decaying Higgs boson. Additionally, we assume that we do not observe any nal
state signatures that are unique in either of the models.8 We then ask the question: if one
focusses on Higgs-to-Higgs decays only in nal states that are common to both models, will
it be possible to tell the CxSM-broken from the NMSSM based on the total rates? The
discovery of additional non-CxSM Higgs bosons and the observation of non-CxSM nal
state signatures would add new information but not limit our ndings with respect to the
distinction of the models based on the signatures that we investigate here. Our analysis,
provided the answer is positive, can therefore be seen as a trigger for further studies in the
future taking into account other decay processes.
To organise the discussion we distinguish four cases, which are in principle dierent
from the point of view of the experimental searches. The cases that are possible both in
the CxSM-broken and in the NMSSM are:
1) Scalar decaying into two SM-like Higgs bosons: both in the CxSM-broken and in the
NMSSM this Higgs-to-Higgs decay is possible for scenarios where the SM-like Higgs
boson is the lightest (h1  h125) or next-to-lightest Higgs boson (h2  h125). The
corresponding decays are then h3;2 ! h1+h1 in the former case and only h3 ! h2+h2
in the latter case.9 Since the SM-like Higgs boson dominantly decays into b-quarks,
we concentrate on the 4b nal state. The approximate rate for  lepton nal states
can be obtained by multiplying each SM-like Higgs boson decay into b-quarks by 1=10.
2) Higgs decaying into one SM-like Higgs boson and a new Higgs state: the resonant
decay channels that give rise to these nal states in both models are h3 ! h1 + h2
with h125  h1 or h2. In addition, in the NMSSM, the channel A2 ! A1 + h125
provides a similar signature if the CP numbers are not measured. The SM-like Higgs
boson dominantly decays into a pair of b-quarks. For the new scalar produced in
8In short, we assume the dicult situation in which no obvious non-SM signal nor unique signal for
either of the models has been observed.
9For simplicity, we use here and in the following, where appropriate, the notation with small h both for
the CxSM-broken and the NMSSM. Otherwise, whenever extra channels are available in the NMSSM, we
specify them with upper case notation.
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association, in the low mass region the most important decay channel is the one into
b-quarks followed by the decay into  leptons.10 Decays into photons might become
interesting due to their clean signature. In the high mass regions, if kinematically
allowed, the decays into pairs of massive vector bosons V  W;Z and of top quarks
become relevant. In the NMSSM the importance of the various decays depends on the
value of tan  and the amount of the singlet component in the Higgs mass eigenstate,
whereas in the singlet models it only depends on the singlet admixture to the doublet
state. In order to simplify the discussion, we resort to the 4b nal state. We explicitly
checked other possible nal states to be sure that they do not change the conclusion
of our analysis in the following.
3) SM-like Higgs boson decaying into two light Higgs states: if the SM-like Higgs is not
the lightest Higgs boson, then it can itself decay into a lighter Higgs boson pair. The
new decay channels into Higgs bosons add to the total width of the SM-like state
so that its branching ratios and hence production rates are changed. Care has to
be taken not to violate the bounds from the LHC Higgs data. In the NMSSM, the
masses are computed from the input parameters and are subject to supersymmetric
relations, so that such scenarios are not easily realised. Both in the CxSM-broken and
the NMSSM the decays h125 ! h1 + h1 are possible. In the CxSM we additionally
have for h125  h3 the decays h125 ! h1 +h1; h1 +h2 and h2 +h2 while the NMSSM
features in addition h125 ! A1 + A1 decays with h125  h1 or h2. Given the lower
masses of the Higgs boson pair, nal states involving bottom quarks,  leptons and
photons are to be investigated here.
4) New Higgs boson decaying into a pair of non-SM-like identical Higgs bosons: the
decays that play a role here for the two models are h3 ! h1 + h1 (h3 ! h2 + h2)
in case h125  h2 (h1). In the NMSSM also h3 ! A1 + A1 is possible as well as
h2 ! A1 + A1 (h1 ! A1 + A1) for h125  h1 (h2). In search channels where a non-
SM-like Higgs boson is produced in the decay of a heavier non-SM-like Higgs boson
we have a large variety of nal state signatures. Leaving apart the decay channels
not present in the CxSM-broken, the nal state Higgs bosons can decay into massive
gauge boson or top quark pairs, if they are heavy enough. Otherwise nal states with
b-quarks,  leptons and photons become interesting. As we found that the various
nal states do not change our following conclusions, for simplicity we again focus on
the 4b channel in the comparison with the NMSSM.
Note that, in the CxSM, we do not have the possibility of a heavier Higgs decaying
into a pair of non-SM-like Higgs bosons that are not identical, so that this case does not
appear in the above list.
Figure 4 shows the rates corresponding for case 1). A heavier Higgs boson  is produced
and decays into a pair of SM-like Higgs bosons h125 that subsequently decay into a b-quark
10Decays into muons and lighter quarks can dominate for very light Higgs bosons with masses below the
b-quark threshold. As the scans for the singlet models do not include such light Higgs bosons this possibility
does not apply for the scenarios presented here.
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Figure 4. The 4b nal state rates for the production of a heavy Higgs boson  = h3;2(h3) decaying
into two SM-like Higgs states h125  h1(h2), that subsequently decay into b-quarks, in the CxSM-
broken (blue points) and the NMSSM (red points).
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Figure 5. The 4b nal state rates for the production of a heavy Higgs boson  decaying into a
SM-like Higgs state h125 and a non-SM-like light Higgs boson ' with m' < mh125 , that subsequently
decay into b-quarks. Left (right) plot: as a function of m' (m). Blue (CxSM-broken) and red
(NMSSM) points:   h3, h125  h2 and '  h1; green points (NMSSM):   A2, h125  h1;2
and '  A1.
pair each. The red (blue) points represent all decays that are possible in the NMSSM
(CxSM-broken), i.e.  = h3;2 for h125  h1 and  = h3 for h125  h2. As can be inferred
from the plot, such decay chains do not allow for a distinction of the two models. The
maximum possible rates in the NMSSM can be as high as in the CxSM. The dierences in
the lowest possible rates for the two layers are due to the dierence in the density of the
samples. Such small rates, however, are not accessible experimentally. Note nally that
here and in the following plots the inclusion of all possible Higgs-to-Higgs decay channels
in each of the models is indeed essential. Otherwise a fraction of points might be missed
and a possible distinction of the models might be falsely mimicked.
The rates for case 2) are displayed in gure 5. Here a heavier Higgs  decays into
h125 and a non-SM-like lighter Higgs boson ', where the plot strictly refers to scenarios
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with m' < mh125 . Thus the blue points (CxSM) and red points (NMSSM) represent
the cases  = h3 and ' = h1 with h2  h125. Additionally, in the NMSSM, the green
points have to be included to cover the case  = A2, ' = A1 with h125  h1 or h2.
The possible rates in the two models are shown as a function of m' (left plot) and as a
function of m (right plot). The overall lower density of points in the NMSSM is due to
its higher dimensional parameter space which, combined with its more involved structure,
limits the computational speed in the generation of the samples. The performed scan
starts at 30 GeV for the lightest Higgs boson mass, so that the Higgs-to-Higgs decays set
in at m = 155 GeV (blue points, right plot). There are no points above m' = 121:5 GeV
due to the imposed minimum mass dierence of 3.5 GeV from the SM-like Higgs boson
mass to avoid degenerate Higgs signals. The left plot shows that the masses of the A1, in
the NMSSM, are mostly larger than about 60 GeV. While a more extensive scan of the
NMSSM could yield additional possible scenarios, light Higgs masses allow for h125 decays
into Higgs pairs, that move the h125 signal rates out of the allowed experimental range.
This explains why there are less NMSSM points for very small masses m'. The gure
clearly demonstrates that the maximum achieved rates of the NMSSM in this decay chain
can be enhanced by up to two orders of magnitude compared to the CxSM over the whole
mass ranges of m' and m where they are possible. The observation of a much larger rate
than expected in the CxSM-broken in the decay of a heavy Higgs boson into a SM-like
Higgs and a lighter Higgs state would therefore be a hint to a dierent model, in this case
the NMSSM.
The enhancement of these points can be traced back to larger values for the production
cross sections of the heavy Higgs boson, for the Higgs-to-Higgs decay branching ratio and
for the branching ratios of the lighter Higgs bosons into b-quark pairs in the NMSSM
compared to the CxSM. In the NMSSM the larger production cross sections are on the one
hand due to pseudoscalar Higgs production. In gluon fusion these yield larger cross sections
than for scalars, provided that the top Yukawa couplings are similar, in scenarios where the
top loops dominate. Additionally, the investigation of the top Yukawa coupling, which is
the most important one for gluon fusion for not too large values of tan , shows that in the
NMSSM for the enhanced points it is close to the SM coupling or even somewhat larger.
In comparison with these NMSSM top-Yukawa couplings, in the CxSM the top-Yukawa
couplings are suppressed for all parameter points. This is because in the CxSM all Higgs
couplings to SM particles can at most reach SM values and are typically smaller, for the
new Higgs bosons, due to the sum rule
P
iR
2
i1 = 1. This rule assigns most of the coupling
to the observed Higgs boson and therefore its coupling factor can not deviate too much from
1. We also have NMSSM scenarios where the bottom Yukawa coupling is larger by one to
two orders of magnitude in the NMSSM compared to the CxSM, This enhancement is due
to tan, for which we allow values between 1 and 30. In this case, where the top Yukawa
coupling is suppressed, the Higgs bosons are dominantly produced in bb annihilation. The
behaviour of the branching ratios can be best understood by rst recalling that in the
CxSM the branching ratios for each Higgs boson are equal to those of a SM Higgs boson
with the same mass, in case no Higgs-to-Higgs decays are present. This is because all Higgs
couplings to SM particles are modied by the same factor. If Higgs-to-Higgs decays are
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Figure 6. The 4b nal state rates for the production of a heavy Higgs boson  decaying into a
SM-like Higgs state h125 and a non-SM-like light Higgs boson ' with m' > mh125 , that subsequently
decay into b-quarks. Left (right) plot: as a function of m' (m). Blue (CxSM-broken) and red
(NMSSM) points:   h3, h125  h1 and '  h2; green points (NMSSM):   A2, h125  h1;2 and
'  A1.
allowed the branching ratios even drop below the corresponding SM value. In the NMSSM,
however, the branching ratio BR(' ! bb) is close to 1. Despite ' being the singlet-like
A1 or H1 it dominantly decays into bb as the SUSY particles of our scan are too heavy to
allow for ' to decay into them. As for the branching ratio BR(h125 ! bb), in the CxSM
it can reach at most the SM value of around11 0.59, while in NMSSM this branching ratio
can be of up to about 0.7 due to enhanced couplings to the b-quarks. Note, in particular,
that the uncertainty in the experimental value of the SM Higgs boson rates into bb in
the NMSSM still allows for signicant deviations of the SM-like Higgs coupling to bottom
quarks from the SM value. Finally, the branching ratio BR( ! h125') for the enhanced
points is larger in the NMSSM compared to the singlet case. This can be either due to
the involved trilinear Higgs self-coupling or due to a larger phase space. The self-coupling
h125' depends on a combination of the NMSSM specic parameters ; ;A; A; vs, the
Higgs mixing matrix elements and tan . Through the Higgs mixing matrix elements it also
depends on soft SUSY breaking masses and trilinear couplings, as we include higher order
corrections in the NMSSM Higgs masses and mixing matrix elements. Therefore a distinct
NMSSM parameter region or specic combination of parameters that is responsible for the
enhanced self-couplings compared to the CxSM cannot be identied. The same holds for
a possible dierent mass conguration of the involved Higgs bosons, with the higher-order
corrected masses depending on NMSSM specic and SUSY breaking parameters.
Figure 6 also refers to case 2), but this time the mass of the non-SM-like Higgs boson
' is larger than mh125 . With this mass conguration the blue and red points of the CxSM
and NMSSM, respectively, represent the cases  = h3 and ' = h2 with h1  h125. In
the NMSSM we also have the possibilities  = A2, ' = A1 and h125  h1 or h2, which
are covered by the green points. In the left plot the points set in at m' = 128:5 GeV
11Note that we have consistently neglected EW corrections.
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due to the imposed minimum mass distance from mh125 . The upper limits on m' in
both models are due to the bounds on the input parameters chosen for the scans. In
the right plot the points start at the kinematic lower limit of 253.5 GeV. Both plots
clearly demonstrate, that the NMSSM Higgs-to-Higgs decay rates exceed those of the
CxSM-broken in the whole mass range of m', respectively m, by up to two orders of
magnitude and allow for a distinction of the models if the largest possible signal rates
in the NMSSM are discovered. The enhancement can be understood by looking at the
production cross section of the heavy Higgs boson and at the various involved branching
ratios. The enhanced production compared to the CxSM case is again most important
in pseudoscalar NMSSM Higgs production, but also the H3 production can be somewhat
enhanced, because in the singlet case the heavy Higgs couplings to tops and bottoms are
suppressed compared to the SM, while in the NMSSM we can have points where the top
Yukawa coupling can be close to the SM value or even a bit larger and we can also have
other points where the bottom Yukawa coupling can be much larger than the corresponding
SM coupling while the top Yukawa coupling is suppressed. We have veried that there are
scenarios where the top Yukawa coupling provides the dominant contribution to the cross
section enhancement relative to the CxSM and other scenarios where it is the bottom
Yukawa coupling. In the region where the NMSSM points yield larger rates, the branching
ratio BR( ! h125') can be larger, but there are also cases, where the singlet case and
the NMSSM lead to similar branching ratios. However, it turns out that the value of
BR('! bb) in the NMSSM clearly exceeds that of the singlet case. For masses below the
top pair threshold, it can reach values close to 1 in the NMSSM. In the singlet case it
reaches at most the value of a SM Higgs boson with the same mass, or lower, when the
decay into h125h125 is kinematically possible. In the NMSSM below the top pair threshold
the only important decay is the one into b-quark pairs, as the SUSY particles from our scan
are too heavy and decays into massive gauge bosons are forbidden for ' = A2 because it is
CP-odd, and for ' = H3 because of the coupling sum rules for the scalar Higgs couplings to
gauge bosons. Above the top pair threshold ' can then also decay into tt. For large values
of tan, however, the branching ratio into bb can reach values close to 1. In the cases
where also decays into lighter SUSY particles, Higgs pairs or Higgs and gauge boson pairs
are kinematically possible, the branching ratio into bb drops below 1, but is still larger than
the corresponding branching ratio in the CxSM. As for the larger h125 branching ratio into
bb we have discussed this already in the context of gure 5.
The clear dierence in the maximal values of the rates between CxSM-broken and
NMSSM is less pronounced in the 2b2W nal state, in particular for small masses m' and
m. This is obvious, as here it is the decay A2 ! h125 +A1 that leads to larger rates (green
points) than the CxSM counterpart. As the pseudoscalar A1, however, does not decay into
massive gauge bosons, these rates go down in the 2b2W nal state.
The investigation of case 3) (not plotted here), where a SM-like Higgs decays into
two light Higgs states with subsequent decays into SM particles, shows that the maximum
possible NMSSM rates are slightly larger than the maximum rates achieved in the CxSM-
broken. This decay chain also takes place in RxSM-broken with maximum rates somewhat
exceeding those of the NMSSM. The maximum possible rates are clearly limited by the
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observed rates for h125. An enhanced rate of the light ' into SM particles leaves some room
to further increase the rate without violating the experimental measurements of the h125
rates. In the NMSSM, however, the light scalar states h1 and A1 are mostly singlet-like
with suppressed couplings to SM particles. The maximum possible rates in the NMSSM
therefore cannot be expected to exceed those of RxSM-broken by far, so that the distinction
of these two models (and hence also of the NMSSM and CxSM-broken) based on SM-like
Higgs decays into lighter Higgs states is not possible.
In case 4) (also not plotted here) with a heavy Higgs boson decaying into a pair
of non-SM-like Higgs bosons ' with m' > mh125 the maximum possible NMSSM rates
exceed those of the CxSM in the 4b nal state for certain kinematic congurations where
m' > 170 GeV. With maximum values of about 1 fb, they are, however, too small to be
exploited. On the other hand the rates of the 4W=4Z nal state yields much larger rates in
both models. However, the maximum rates in the CxSM and NMSSM are for these nal
states comparable making impossible to distinguish them. In the opposite case, where
m' < mh125 , in the dominant 4b nal state the maximum rates are again comparable and
no distinction of the models is possible.
To nalise the discussion we remark that our conclusions do not depend on the ap-
proximation of Higgs pair production from the decay of a resonantly produced heavy Higgs
boson. In order to verify this we computed for all possible di-Higgs nal states the complete
Higgs pair production processes from gluon fusion which take into account both the reso-
nant and the continuum diagrams. For the computation of these processes we implemented
our models (i.e. the NMSSM and the complex singlet extension CxSM) into the existing
code HPAIR.12 This Fortran code, initially designed for the SM and the MSSM, calculates
Higgs pair production at NLO QCD accuracy. We found that the dierence between the
resonant approximation and the full calculation, including the continuum, is typically of
the order of  10% in the region of the plots with large rates where we can distinguish the
CxSM from the NMSSM. However, it should be noted that in a full experimental analysis,
the resonant production gives an extra handle in reducing the background relative to the
continuum. This extra handle will surely make the signal signicance in the resonant case
much larger than the continuum one. In fact, although we are presenting here total cross
sections, the signal events are mainly concentrated in the bins around the peak of the
resonant scalar. This kinematical cut around the peak, even if broad, is only possible in
the resonant case. Thus our conclusions are unaected by the use of the approximation.
3.3 Benchmark points for the LHC Run 2
In this section we provide a set of benchmark points with focus on the CxSM. At the end,
we also discuss the RxSM which is simpler with respect to the possibilities for Higgs-to-
Higgs decays.
As discussed in section 2, in these singlet models, at leading order in the electroweak
corrections, the production cross sections and decay widths into SM particles are given by
multiplying the corresponding SM result with the mixing matrix element squared, R2i1, cf.
12See M. Spira's website, http://tiger.web.psi.ch/proglist.html.
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eq. (2.8). One can show that the signal strength factor is approximately given by
i ' R2ih
X
XSM
BRNew(hi ! XSM) : (3.6)
There is hence only one common signal strength factor regardless of the decay channel into
SM particles. This provides a useful measure for the deviation of the model point from the
SM, and it is given by the squared overlap of the scalar state with the SM Higgs uctuation
(i.e. the mixing matrix element) multiplied by the sum of the branching ratios into SM
particles. If there are no Higgs-to-Higgs decays the latter factor is one.
In the next subsections we present several benchmark points. These were chosen
as to cover various physical situations. From a phenomenological perspective, we are
interested in maximising the visibility of the new scalars in the LHC run 2 and in covering,
simultaneously, many kinematically dierent possibilities. In particular we are interested
in scenarios where Ch125=
T
h125
is as large as possible, so that we can observe the new scalars
produced in chains containing the SM-like Higgs boson at the LHC run 2, while preserving
consistency with the LHC run 1 measurements. Thus, in many of the points presented
below we have tried to maximise the cross section for Higgs-to-Higgs decays. At the same
time we required the rates of the SM-like Higgs to be within 2 or at most 3 from the
global signal strength provided by the combination of the ATLAS and CMS data from
the LHC run 1. We require at least 3 consistency but in many cases we nd points that
satisfy the required properties within 2.
From the theoretical viewpoint, whenever possible, we choose points for which the
model remains stable up to a large cuto scale . Here  is the cuto scale at which the
couplings of the theory reach a Landau pole or the scalar potential develops a runaway
direction. This scale was obtained through a renormalisation group analysis as detailed
in [70] and it will be indicated by the quantity log10(=GeV). In the dark matter phase
of the CxSM we also require that the dark matter relic density predicted by the model,

Ah
2, is consistent with the combination of the measurements of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) from the WMAP and Planck satellites [79, 80]. We choose points where

Ah
2 is within 3 of the central value of the combination, which is 
ch
2 = 0:11990:0027.
3.3.1 CxSM broken phase
In tables 4 and 5 we show a sample of various kinematically allowed set-ups for the three
mixing scalars of the broken phase of the CxSM. The rst, table 4, contains the parameters
that dene the chosen benchmark points and the production rates of the lightest and next-
to-lightest Higgs bosons h1 and h2 in the various nal states. The corresponding values for
h3 are listed in table 5. For h2 and h3 the tables contain, in particular, the Higgs-to-Higgs
decay rates. We also give the signal rates hi (i = 1; 2; 3) as dened in eq. (2.13). We
have chosen two points where the SM-like Higgs is the lightest Higgs boson (CxSM.B1
and CxSM.B2); two points where it is the next-to-lightest Higgs boson (CxSM.B3 and
CxSM.B4); and one point where it is the heaviest (CxSM.B5). An interesting feature is
that there are points for which the model remains stable up to a large cuto scale , as
shown by log10(=GeV) in the last row of table 5. In particular the benchmark points
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CxSM.B3 and CxSM.B4 are theoretically very interesting, since the new heavy scalar here
stabilises the theory up to a scale close to or above the GUT scale of 1016 GeV.
Most points were chosen such that the cross sections for the indirect decay channels of
the new scalars can compete with the direct decays. In particular, in most cases, we have
tried to maximise h3 ! h2 +h1 where all three scalars could be observed at once. We have
furthermore chosen points with large cross sections for the new scalars, so that they can
also be detected directly in their decays. Since each point represents a dierent kinematic
situation we discuss the main features of each of them separately:
 CxSM.B1 : for this point the SM-like Higgs is the lightest of the three Higgs bosons
and all Higgs-to-Higgs decay channels are open apart from h3 ! h2 + h2.13 The
presented point has been chosen such that it has a maximal ratio Ch125=
T
h125
for
this kinematical situation within the imposed bounds. The production rates for
Higgs-to-Higgs decays of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons at the LHC run 2 are also
maximised. With the direct production of the heavier Higgs bosons in SM-like nal
states being on the lower side14, the additional Higgs-to-Higgs decays with rates of
e.g. h2;3 ! h1 +h1 ! bb+ of a few fb suggest, that all new scalars can be expected
to be observed.
 CxSM.B2 : this benchmark point, also with h125  h1, features an overall lighter
Higgs mass spectrum, so that in the Higgs-to-Higgs decays only the decay channel
h3 ! h125 + h125 is open. With a large branching ratio of  48%, the corresponding
rates are important and lead to a fraction of chain decays in the total production
of the SM-like Higgs boson of about 4%, which is the largest ratio achieved in all
ve benchmark points. The point has been chosen such that h3 should be accessible
both in the chain decays through a pair of h125 bosons in the 4b, 2b2 or 2b2W nal
states as well as through direct decays into SM particles (mostly into massive vector
bosons), while h2 would be visible in its direct decays (also mostly into massive vector
bosons). Both for h2 and h3 the decays into top quark pairs are kinematically closed.
 CxSM.B3 : for this point, where h125  h2 and mh1 < mh125=2, all kinematic situa-
tions for the scalar decays are available while the spectrum remains light. As can be
inferred from gure 1 (lower), in this scenario the decay chain fraction cannot become
large. Still, the benchmark point has been chosen to maximise it reaching a value of
1.3%. The h3 Higgs-to-Higgs decay rates in the bb nal state lie between about 10
and 50 fb depending on the intermediate Higgs pair state. The h2 ! h1 + h1 rate
even goes up to 179 fb in this nal state, so that Higgs-to-Higgs decays present an in-
teresting discovery option for the heavy Higgs states. Furthermore, large production
cross sections have been required for the new light scalar h1 so that it will be visible
in its direct decays in addition to chain production from heavier scalars.
13In this scenario we do not present a case with all channels open because the spectrum would be even
heavier and more dicult to be tested.
14CxSM.B1 is the only benchmark point, where the mass of the heavier Higgs boson is large enough to
decay into tt. For completeness, we add here the rate into this nal state. It amounts to 72 fb for h3.
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CxSM.B1 CxSM.B2 CxSM.B3 CxSM.B4 CxSM.B5
? mh1 (GeV) 125:1 125:1 57:83 86:79 33:17
mh2 (GeV) 260:6 228 125:1 125:1 64:99
? mh3 (GeV) 449:6 311:3 299 291:8 125:1
? 1  0:04375 0:05125  1:102  1:075 1:211
? 2 0:4151  0:4969 1:136 0:8628  1:319
? 3  0:6983  0:5059  0:02393  0:0184 1:118
? vS (GeV) 185:3 52:3 376:9 241:9 483:2
vA (GeV) 371:3 201:6 236:3 286:1 857:8
 1:148 1:018 0:869 0:764 0:5086
2  0:9988 1:158  0:4875  0:4971 0:01418
d2 1:819 3:46 0:6656 0:9855 0:003885
m2 (GeV2) 5:118 104  5:597 104 2:189 104 1:173 104  2:229 104
b2 (GeV
2)  3:193 104  5:147 104  3:484 104  3:811 104 1362
b1 (GeV
2) 9:434 104 5:864 104 1:623 104 1:599 104 3674
a1 (GeV
3)  1:236 107  2:169 106  4:325 106  2:735 106  1:255 106
Ch1=
T
h1
0:0127 0:0407 0:365 0:117 0:687
h1 0:836 0:771 0:0362 0:0958 0:00767
1  (gg ! h1) 36:1 [pb] 33:3 [pb] 6:42 [pb] 8:03 [pb] 4:61 [pb]
1  BR(h1 !WW ) 7:55 [pb] 6:96 [pb] 0:345 [fb] 10:3 [fb] < 0:01 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! ZZ) 944 [fb] 871 [fb] 0:106 [fb] 2:44 [fb] < 0:01 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! bb) 21:3 [pb] 19:6 [pb] 5:48 [pb] 6:6 [pb] 4:01 [pb]
1  BR(h1 ! ) 2:29 [pb] 2:11 [pb] 501 [fb] 659 [fb] 323 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! ) 83:7 [fb] 77:2 [fb] 2:87 [fb] 9:13 [fb] 0:617 [fb]
Ch2=
T
h2
0:0958 0 0:0128 0:0104 0:353
h2 0:0752 0:0759 0:782 0:785 0:0106
BR(h2 ! XSM) % 87:9 100 96:2 100 100
2  (gg ! h2) 1:01 [pb] 1:11 [pb] 35:1 [pb] 33:9 [pb] 1:51 [pb]
2  BR(h2 !WW ) 618 [fb] 784 [fb] 7:06 [pb] 7:09 [pb] 0:185 [fb]
2  BR(h2 ! ZZ) 265 [fb] 319 [fb] 883 [fb] 887 [fb] 0:0553 [fb]
2  BR(h2 ! bb) 0:83 [fb] 1:66 [fb] 19:9 [pb] 20 [pb] 1:27 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ) 0:103 [fb] 0:201 [fb] 2:14 [pb] 2:15 [pb] 120 [fb]
2  BR(h2 ! ) 0:0189 [fb] 0:0373 [fb] 78:3 [fb] 78:6 [fb] 0:873 [fb]
BR(h2 ! h1h1) % 12:1 0 3:82 0 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1) 122 [fb] 0 1:34 [pb] 0 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bbbb) 42:5 [fb] 0 977 [fb] 0 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bb) 9:13 [fb] 0 179 [fb] 0 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bbWW ) 30:1 [fb] 0 0:123 [fb] 0 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bb) 0:334 [fb] 0 1:02 [fb] 0 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! ) 0:491 [fb] 0 8:16 [fb] 0 0
Table 4. Benchmark points for the CxSM broken phase: the parameters of the theory that we take
as input values are denoted with a star (?). The cross sections are for
p
s  13 TeV.
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CxSM.B1 CxSM.B2 CxSM.B3 CxSM.B4 CxSM.B5
h3 0:0558 0:0791 0:0788 0:0491 0:855
BR(h3 ! XSM) % 71 51:6 52:2 41:2 87:1
3  (gg ! h3) 520 [fb] 1:46 [pb] 1:48 [pb] 1:2 [pb] 42:4 [pb]
3  BR(h3 !WW ) 201 [fb] 519 [fb] 536 [fb] 344 [fb] 7:72 [pb]
3  BR(h3 ! ZZ) 95 [fb] 232 [fb] 238 [fb] 152 [fb] 966 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! bb) 0:0569 [fb] 0:401 [fb] 0:468 [fb] 0:323 [fb] 21:8 [pb]
3  BR(h3 ! ) < 0:01 [fb] 0:0513 [fb] 0:0594 [fb] 0:0408 [fb] 2:34 [pb]
3  BR(h3 ! ) < 0:01 [fb] < 0:01 [fb] 0:0105 [fb] < 0:01 [fb] 85:6 [fb]
BR(h3 ! h1h1) % 8:53 48:4 29:5 35:4 11:0
3  BR(h3 ! h1h1) 44:3 [fb] 706 [fb] 438 [fb] 426 [fb] 4:66 [pb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h1 ! bbbb) 15:4 [fb] 246 [fb] 319 [fb] 289 [fb] 3:52 [pb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h1 ! bb) 3:32 [fb] 52:8 [fb] 58:2 [fb] 57:6 [fb] 567 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h1 ! bbWW ) 10:9 [fb] 174 [fb] 0:0401 [fb] 0:897 [fb] 0:011 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h1 ! bb) 0:121 [fb] 1:93 [fb] 0:334 [fb] 0:798 [fb] 1:08 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h1 ! ) 0:178 [fb] 2:84 [fb] 2:66 [fb] 2:88 [fb] 22:9 [fb]
BR(h3 ! h1h2) % 20:5 0 5:98 17:2 1:93
3  BR(h3 ! h1h2) 107 [fb] 0 88:8 [fb] 207 [fb] 820 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h2 ! bbbb) 0:0518 [fb] 0 43 [fb] 100 [fb] 603 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h2 ! bb) 0:012 [fb] 0 8:55 [fb] 20:8 [fb] 105 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h2 ! bbWW ) 38:6 [fb] 0 15:2 [fb] 35:8 [fb] 0:0883 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h2 ! bb) < 0:01 [fb] 0 0:191 [fb] 0:534 [fb] 0:506 [fb]
3  BR(h3 ! h1h2 ! ) < 0:01 [fb] 0 0:422 [fb] 1:08 [fb] 4:56 [fb]
BR(h3 ! h2h2) % 0 0 12:3 6:24 0
3  BR(h3 ! h2h2) 0 0 182 [fb] 75:2 [fb] 0
3  BR(h3 ! h2h2 ! bbbb) 0 0 58:7 [fb] 26:2 [fb] 0
3  BR(h3 ! h2h2 ! bb) 0 0 12:6 [fb] 5:63 [fb] 0
3  BR(h3 ! h2h2 ! bbWW ) 0 0 41:6 [fb] 18:5 [fb] 0
3  BR(h3 ! h2h2 ! bb) 0 0 0:462 [fb] 0:206 [fb] 0
3  BR(h3 ! h2h2 ! ) 0 0 0:679 [fb] 0:303 [fb] 0
log10
 

GeV

9:40 6:05 19:3 15:7 6:64
Table 5. CxSM broken phase benchmarks (continuation of table 4).
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 CxSM.B4 : this scenario diers from the previous one in the larger h1 mass so that
the channel h2 ! h1 + h1 is kinematically closed. At the same time the direct h1
production rates are increased, allowing for its discovery through these channels.
The heavy Higgs boson h3 decays with an overall branching ratio of close to 60%
into lighter Higgs pairs. Compared to the previous benchmark point the rates into
SM nal states via the h1 + h2 decay are approximately doubled and the ones via
h2 + h2 are roughly halved, while those via h1 + h1 are about the same. Again these
decay chains allow for h3 (and also h1 and h2) discovery through Higgs decay chains,
supplementing the discovery in direct SM nal state production.
 CxSM.B5 : nally, we have also chosen a point that does not allow for SM-like Higgs
production through chain decays. With h3  h125 the overall spectrum is very
light. As mh1 > mh2=2, the h2 ! h1 + h1 decay is kinematically closed. Instead
h1 production is possible through h3 ! h1 + h1 or h3 ! h1 + h2. The benchmark
point has been required to have large branching fractions for these Higgs-to-Higgs
decays. These channels can reach in the bb nal state up to  560 fb for the former
and  100 fb for the latter of the Higgs-to-Higgs decays and are hence accessible at
the LHC run 2. The lightest Higgs h1 can also be observed directly in e.g. bb or 
decays. The direct production rates of the heavier h2 are smaller, still large enough
to be measurable in the bb or  nal state.
3.3.2 CxSM dark phase
In the phase of the CxSM that contains dark matter, the rst requirement is that the relic
density predicted by the model agrees with the measurements from the CMB. In table 6
we have selected four benchmark points that all obey this requirement.
For the rst two points, CxSM.D1 and CxSM.D2, the lightest of the two visible scalars
is the SM-like Higgs. In point CxSM.D1, both visible scalars can decay invisibly into the
dark matter candidate A whereas in point CxSM.D2 h1 cannot. Both benchmark points
feature large invisible branching ratios, with the largest one reaching 29% for h1 ! A+A
in CxSM.D1. Also the branching ratios for the Higgs-to-Higgs decays h2 ! h1 + h1 are
large with 18.4% for CxSM.D1 and 28% for CxSM.D2. The signal rates for these decays
in the bb nal state are 13 fb and 33 fb, respectively, so that chain decays contribute to
the discovery of h2, and also h1. Furthermore, both benchmark points have large cross
sections for direct production of h2 so that it can also be discovered in its direct decays
into SM particles. Another attractive feature of these points is that the new heavy scalar
h2 can stabilise the theory up to a high scale close to the GUT scale, as can be inferred
from log10(=GeV) in the last row of the table for CxSM.D1 and CxSM.D2.
In the scenarios CxSM.D3 and CxSM.D4, where the SM-like Higgs boson is the heaviest
of the two visible Higgs bosons, the overall spectrum is lighter and the theory must have
a UV completion above  103 TeV. Point CxSM.D3 represents a case with no invisible
decays allowed, and in CxSM.D4 decays of the SM-like Higgs h2 into a lighter Higgs pair
are forbidden at the expense of allowing for a large invisible decay into the dark matter
state A. In CxSM.D3 the light Higgs state h1 can either be discovered directly or in the
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CxSM.D1 CxSM.D2 CxSM.D3 CxSM.D4
? mh1 (GeV) 125:1 125:1 56:12 121:2
? mh2 (GeV) 335:2 341:4 125:1 125:1
? mA (GeV) 52:46 93:97 139:3 51:96
?  0:4587  0:4156 1:507 1:358
? vS (GeV) 812:5 987:5 177:9 909:7
 1:142 1:059 0:5146 0:5149
2  0:3839 0:3066  0:0362  0:001764
d2 0:2669 0:164 0:1653 0:03508
m2 (GeV2) 9:21 104  1:816 105  1:503 104  1:488 104
b2 (GeV
2)  6:838 104  6:027 104 1:848 104  1:154 104
b1 (GeV
2) 2570 1:132 104  1:883 104  2479
? a1 (GeV
3)  3:057 106  1:407 107  7:362 104  1:418 105
Ch1=
T
h1
0:019 0:0235 0:97 0
h1 0:804 0:837 0:00404 0:0444
BR(h1 ! XSM) % 70:5 100 100 1:56
1  (gg ! h1) 34:7 [pb] 36:2 [pb] 759 [fb] 2:03 [pb]
1  BR(h1 !WW ) 5:12 [pb] 7:56 [pb] 0:0331 [fb] 4:81 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! ZZ) 640 [fb] 945 [fb] 0:0103 [fb] 0:561 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! bb) 14:4 [pb] 21:3 [pb] 649 [fb] 20:4 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! ) 1:55 [pb] 2:29 [pb] 58:9 [fb] 2:18 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! ) 56:8 [fb] 83:8 [fb] 0:317 [fb] 0:0723 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! AA) 10:2 [pb] 0 0 2:00 [pb]
h2 0:138 0:108 0:710 0:834
BR(h2 ! XSM) % 70:3 66:1 71:3 87:3
2  (gg ! h2) 1:83 [pb] 1:55 [pb] 43 [pb] 41:3 [pb]
2  BR(h2 !WW ) 886 [fb] 704 [fb] 6:41 [pb] 7:54 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ZZ) 402 [fb] 320 [fb] 802 [fb] 943 [fb]
2  BR(h2 ! bb) 0:553 [fb] 0:417 [fb] 18:1 [pb] 21:3 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ) 0:0717 [fb] 0:0542 [fb] 1:95 [pb] 2:29 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ) 0:012 [fb] < 0:01 [fb] 71:1 [fb] 83:6 [fb]
BR(h2 ! h1h1) % 18:4 28 28:7 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1) 337 [fb] 436 [fb] 12:3 [pb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bbbb) 58:3 [fb] 152 [fb] 9:02 [pb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bb) 12:5 [fb] 32:6 [fb] 1:64 [pb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bbWW ) 41:3 [fb] 107 [fb] 0:92 [fb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bb) 0:458 [fb] 1:19 [fb] 8:81 [fb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! ) 0:675 [fb] 1:75 [fb] 74:3 [fb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! AA) 207 [fb] 91:3 [fb] 0 5:23 [pb]

Ah
2 0:118 0:123 0:116 0:125
log10
 

GeV

14:9 17:1 6:69 6:69
Table 6. Benchmark points for the CxSM dark phase: the parameters of the theory that we take
as input values are denoted with a star (?). The cross-sections are for
p
s  13 TeV.
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chain decay of the SM-like Higgs h2 into an h1 pair. The production rates of 9.0 pb in
the 4b nal state and 1.6 pb in the bb nal state are rather large and complement the
discovery of h1 in direct production. At the same time the rather important branching
ratio BR(h2 ! h1h1) of 29%, which is responsible for these rates, drives the overall rate
of the SM-like Higgs, h2 , to a value at the edge of compatibility with the LHC data.
The discovery of the non-SM-like light h1 in CxSM.D4, that has a mass close to the SM-
like Higgs, is extremely challenging. With no contribution from chain decays, it is only
accessible in its decays into SM particles, with rates in the bb and  nal states that are
comparable to those of the SM-like Higgs, but much smaller rates in the gauge boson nal
states.
3.3.3 RxSM broken phase
Table 7 contains four benchmark points for the two possible kinematic congurations in
this model. The points RxSM.B1 and RxSM.B2 correspond to the case where the SM-
like Higgs boson is the lightest of the two scalar states. Benchmark RxSM.B1 allows for
the decay h2 ! h1 + h1 and we have chosen a point with a relatively large cross section
2BR(h2 ! h1 +h1) for such a chain decay. It is comparable to the direct h2 production
cross section. The bb nal state in the former even reaches 72 fb. Thus h2 could in
principle be found directly or in its chain decays. Note that the fraction of chain decays in
SM-like Higgs production amounts to 5%. For complementarity, in RxSM.B2 we selected a
point where the decay into scalars is kinematically closed, but instead various direct decay
channels of h2 are enhanced compared to RxSM.B1, most notably the WW nal state but
also bb,  and .
The benchmarks RxSM.B3 and RxSM.B4 feature a SM-like Higgs boson that is the
heaviest of the two scalars. RxSM.B3 was again chosen such that the non-SM-like Higgs
h1 can be found directly or in the decay h2 ! h1 + h1. In particular note the large rates
for the direct h1 production and decay into the bb and also  nal states and compare
with the indirect processes h2 ! h1 + h1 ! bb + bb and bb +  , where the magnitude of
the latter two is comparable to the former two. For RxSM.B4, on the contrary, we have
chosen a point to represent the situation where the indirect channel is closed. Here we
have required a larger cross section for direct h1 production allowing for larger rates into
the bb and  nal states. Still the discovery of h1 with a mass very close to the Z boson
peak will be challenging.
4 Conclusions
We have analysed in detail the phenomenology of two Higgs bosons nal states in a real
(RxSM) and a complex (CxSM) singlet extensions of the SM. Both models contain phases
with one or two new Higgs bosons, which may be found either directly or in Higgs-to-Higgs
decays in the next runs of the LHC. We have performed a comparison of the achievable rates
for Higgs-to-Higgs decays in the various singlet models and with respect to the NMSSM.
Finally, we have presented benchmark points for the singlet models at the LHC run 2.
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RxSM.B1 RxSM.B2 RxSM.B3 RxSM.B4
? mh1 (GeV) 125:1 125:1 55:26 92:44
? mh2 (GeV) 265:3 172:5 125:1 125:1
?   0:4284  0:4239 1:376 1:156
? vS (GeV) 140:3 94:74 591 686:1
 0:828 0:595 0:5007 0:4782
HS 0:599 0:2268  0:01646  0:01552
S 9:294 9:149 0:03029 0:06182
m2 (GeV2)  3:688 104  2:007 104  9426  7190
m2S (GeV
2)  4:863 104  2:056 104  1265  4380
Ch1=
T
h1
0:051 0 0:557 0
h1 0:827 0:831 0:0376 0:163
1  (gg ! h1) 35:7 [pb] 35:9 [pb] 7:26 [pb] 12:2 [pb]
1  BR(h1 !WW ) 7:47 [pb] 7:5 [pb] 0:285 [fb] 35:4 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! ZZ) 935 [fb] 938 [fb] 0:0887 [fb] 6:17 [fb]
1  BR(h1 ! bb) 21:1 [pb] 21:2 [pb] 6:21 [pb] 9:9 [pb]
1  BR(h1 ! ) 2:27 [pb] 2:28 [pb] 562 [fb] 1 [pb]
1  BR(h1 ! ) 82:8 [fb] 83:2 [fb] 2:93 [fb] 16:1 [fb]
h2 0:0887 0:169 0:857 0:837
2  (gg ! h2) 1:97 [pb] 4:06 [pb] 41:6 [pb] 36:2 [pb]
2  BR(h2 !WW ) 708 [fb] 3:9 [pb] 7:73 [pb] 7:56 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ZZ) 305 [fb] 112 [fb] 967 [fb] 946 [fb]
2  BR(h2 ! bb) 0:897 [fb] 30:5 [fb] 21:8 [pb] 21:3 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ) 0:111 [fb] 3:48 [fb] 2:35 [pb] 2:29 [pb]
2  BR(h2 ! ) 0:0204 [fb] 0:582 [fb] 85:8 [fb] 83:9 [fb]
BR(h2 ! h1h1) % 48:6 0 11 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1) 960 [fb] 0 4:57 [pb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bbbb) 334 [fb] 0 3:35 [pb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bb) 71:8 [fb] 0 605 [fb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bbWW ) 237 [fb] 0 0:307 [fb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! bb) 2:62 [fb] 0 3:16 [fb] 0
2  BR(h2 ! h1h1 ! ) 3:86 [fb] 0 27:4 [fb] 0
Table 7. Benchmark points for the RxSM broken phase: the parameters of the theory that we take
as input values are denoted with a star (?). The cross sections are for
p
s  13 TeV.
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We started by presenting the models and the phenomenological constraints that were
imposed. For this purpose a new code based on HDECAY was developed for the calculation
of the decay widths and branching ratios of the scalar particles present in the RxSM and
the CxSM, both in the symmetric and in the broken phase. In this publicly available
tool, sHDECAY, the SM higher order electroweak corrections are consistently turned o.
Including the state-of-the-art higher order QCD corrections, the code will allow a rigorous
interpretation of the data in these singlet extensions of the SM.
In the numerical analysis, we rst investigated how important the contribution from
Higgs-to-Higgs decays to the signal of the 125 GeV Higgs boson can be compared to its
direct production and decay. Depending on the singlet model and on the scenario, the
indirect production of the SM-like Higgs boson, through the decay of a heavier scalar, can
attain a maximum value ranging between 2%(4%) and 9%(17%) while remaining compat-
ible with the Higgs signal measurements within 2(3).
Subsequently, we performed a systematic comparison of Higgs-to-Higgs decay rates at
the LHC run 2 within the singlet models and with respect to the NMSSM. Among the
singlet extensions, the rates achieved in the broken phase of the RxSM and the dark matter
phase of the CxSM, in Higgs-to-Higgs decays with two identical scalars in the nal states,
are larger than those in the broken phase of the CxSM. In particular in the case where
the non-SM-like scalar state is lighter than mh125=2, the maximum rates of the former two
exceed those of the latter by up to two orders of magnitude and can reach about 10 pb in
the 4b-quark nal state.
The comparative analysis between the maximum allowed rates in the singlet extensions
and those of the NMSSM addressed the question: to which extent Higgs-to-Higgs decays
allow for a distinction of dierent Higgs sectors with more than two neutral Higgs bosons?
The broken phase of the CxSM features such a Higgs spectrum. We found that a clear
distinction from the NMSSM is possible based on Higgs-to-Higgs decay rates, but only in
nal states with two dierent scalars, i.e. in pp ! hi ! hj + hk, with i 6= j 6= k. The
maximum rates obtained in the NMSSM signicantly exceed those of CxSM-broken. This
means that, if no direct hints of new physics outside the Higgs sector are found, two-
Higgs nal states with dierent masses can play the role of smoking gun signatures for
the distinction of extended Higgs sectors based on pure (complex) singlet extensions and
those of non-minimal SUSY sectors. Their analysis should therefore play a prime role at
the LHC run 2.
Finally, we proposed benchmark points for the RxSM and CxSM at the LHC run 2. Our
guiding principles in dening these benchmarks were: i) to maximize the rates for dierent
Higgs-to-Higgs processes, so that the new scalars can be found in many dierent channels,
ii) to look for points where the theory is stable up to a high scale and, iii) that in the dark
phase of the CxSM the points conform with dark matter observables and null searches. We
provide full information on the input parameters for each point together with all relevant
cross sections at the LHC run 2, their compatibility with dark matter observables and the
high-energy stability cuto scale. The benchmarks cover dierent kinematic situations and
vary in their prospect of discovering the related Higgs spectrum. They can therefore serve
as guidelines for the experiments in tuning their experimental analyses.
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A Implementation of singlet models in sHDECAY
For our analysis we have implemented the singlet extensions of the SM in the Fortran code
HDECAY [68, 69, 121], version 6.50. The original code, HDECAY, was initially created for the
computation of the partial decay widths and branching ratios in the SM and its minimal
supersymmetric extension (MSSM). In the meantime it has been extended in eHDECAY to
include higher dimensional operators in the non-linear and the linear parametrization of
the Langrangian as well as composite Higgs benchmark models [122, 123] and to other
models like the 2-Higgs-Doublet model [124] and also the NMSSM in the program package
NMSSMCALC, both in the real and in the complex case, [113, 114]. The consistent combination
of the MSSM Higgs decays with supersymmetric particle decays is provided by the program
package SUSY-HIT [121], of which HDECAY is part. The new code for the singlet extensions
is called sHDECAY and is self-contained like the original code HDECAY. All changes related
to the singlet models have been implemented in the main source le shdecay.f. Other
linked routines are taken from the original version. In the implementation of the model
we took care to turn o all electroweak corrections that cannot be taken over from the
SM. The QCD corrections on the other hand are not aected by the Higgs coupling
modications and can be taken over.15 Thus the Higgs decays into quarks include the
fully massive NLO corrections near threshold [125{129] and massless O(4s) corrections far
above threshold [130{138]. The resummation of large logarithms is assured by taking into
account the running of the quark masses and the strong coupling. In the decays into gluons
the QCD corrections have been included up to N3LO in the limit of heavy loop-particle
masses [139{148]. Additionally at NLO QCD the mass eects in the top and bottom
loops [142] have been implemented. The decays into photons are computed at NLO QCD
including the full mass dependence of the quarks [142, 149{154]. The possibility of o-
shell decays into massive gauge boson nal states and heavy quark pairs is also taken into
account [155]. The code has been extended to include all possible Higgs-to-Higgs decays in
the various singlet extensions. The leading order expressions for the Higgs-to-Higgs decay
widths are presented in appendix B.
The sHDECAY input le shdecay.in is an extension of the original input le hdecay.in
of the code HDECAY. In shdecay.in the user can choose between the singlet extensions of
the SM. These are the real and the complex singlet extensions in both phases of the
15For a detailed discussion of the implementation of SM extensions in HDECAY and the treatment of higher
order corrections, see also [123].
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models, i.e. the broken and the dark one. The various parameters of the dierent models
are also specied in the input le. From these sHDECAY calculates, internally in shdecay.f,
the coupling modications Ri1 and the trilinear Higgs self-couplings needed for the decay
widths. For the computation of the decay widths in the singlet extensions, the parameter
isinglet has to be set to 1. The model is chosen by setting the input parameter icxSM to 1
(RxSM-broken), 2 (RxSM-dark), 3 (CxSM-broken) or 4 (CxSM-dark). The input values
COUPVAR, HIGGS, SM4, FERMPHOB and ON-SH-WZ have to be set to zero. Even if the user
does not set them to zero, by choosing isinglet to be 1 they are set internally to zero
in shdecay.f. The input parameters of the models that can be chosen in shdecay.in are
the same as the ones specied in section 2.1 for the CxSM and in 2.2 for the RxSM. Only
v is not an input value but obtained internally from the Fermi constant.
All les necessary for the program can be downloaded at the url:
http://www.itp.kit.edu/maggie/sHDECAY
The tar le provided at the webpage contains, besides the main routine shdecay.f and the
input le shdecay.in, several help les, stemming already from the original code HDECAY,
and a makefile for compilation. The program is compiled with the le makefile by typing
make, which provides an executable le called run. Typing run executes the program and
all computed branching ratios for the various Higgs bosons are written out together with
their masses and total widths. For the CxSM-broken the output les are called br.cbij
with i=1,2,3 denoting one of the three Higgs bosons and j counting the three output les
for each of the Higgs bosons. The rst one contains the fermionic decays, the second the
decays into gauge bosons and the total width, and the third one the Higgs-to-Higgs decays.
The corresponding les for CxSM-dark are called br.cdkj (j=1,2,3) for the two visible
Higgs bosons k=1,2. The output les for RxSM-broken are named br.rbkj with k=1,2
for the two Higgs states and j=1,2,3. In RxSM-dark we have the output les br.rd1j
(j=1,2,3) for one visible Higgs state. Besides these les all input parameters are written
out in a le called br.input. On the webpage, sample output les can be found for a given
input. Updates will be made available there as well.
In the following we present an example output as obtained from the following param-
eters for the singlet model in the input le and for all the other parameters set at their
standard values:
********************** real or complex singlet Model *********************
Singlet Extension: 1 - yes, 0 - no (based on SM w/o EW corrections)
Model: 1 - real broken phase, 2 - real dark matter phase
3 - complex broken phase, 4 - complex dark matter phase
isinglet = 1
icxSM = 3
*** real singlet broken phase ***
alph1 = -0.118574
mH1 = 125.1D0
mH2 = 306.361D0
vs = 293.222D0
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*** real singlet dark matter phase ***
mH1 = 125.1D0
mD = 48.0215D0
m2s = -463128.D0
lambdas = 3.56328D0
*** complex singlet broken phase ***
alph1 = 0.160424D0
alph2 = -0.362128D0
alph3 = -0.552533D0
m1 = 125.518D0
m3 = 500.705D0
vs = 510.922D0
*** complex singlet dark matter phase ***
alph1 = -0.317120D0
m1 = 125.3D0
m2 = 400.D0
m3 = 731.205D0
vs = 522.181D0
a1 = -3.12115D07
The produced output in the three les br.cb3j for the heaviest Higgs boson is given by
MH3 BB TAU TAU MU MU SS CC TT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
500.705 0.7118E-04 0.9895E-05 0.3499E-07 0.2683E-07 0.3483E-05 0.1224
MH3 GG GAM GAM Z GAM WW ZZ WIDTH
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
500.705 0.3872E-03 0.1698E-06 0.4911E-05 0.3299 0.1576 4.794
MH3 H1 H1 H1 H2 H2 H2
-------------------------------------------
500.705 0.2175 0.7037E-04 0.1721
B Feynman rules for the triple Higgs vertices
The widths for the decays hi ! hj + hj and hi ! hj + hk (k 6= j) are given by
  (hi ! hjhj) =
g2ijj
32mi
s
1  4m
2
j
m2i
; (B.1)
and
  (hi ! hjhk) =
g2ijk
16mi
s
1  (mj +mk)
2
m2i
s
1  (mj  mk)
2
m2i
; (B.2)
where gijk is the coupling between the scalars i; j; k dened in eq. (2.9) and mj is the mass
of the scalar state hj .
16
16Note that in reference [76] there is an extra 1/2 factor in eqs. (B.1) and (B.2), due to a dierent
convention in gijk.
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B.1 CxSM
The triple scalar vertices are shown below for the broken phase, assuming the normalisation
of eq. (2.9). Note that the gijk are completely symmetric under interchange of indices.
g111 =
3
2
h
d2
 
R213 +R
2
12

(R13vA +R12vS) + 2R11v
 
R213 +R
2
12

+2R
2
11(R13vA +R12vS) + R
3
11v
i
g112 =
1
2
h
R213(3d2R23vA + d2R22vS + 2R21v) +R
2
12(d2R23vA + 3d2R22vS + 2R21v)
+R211(2(R23vA +R22vS) + 3R21v)
+22R11(R13R23v +R13R21vA +R12R21vS +R12R22v)
+2d2R13R12(R23vS +R22vA)
i
g113 =
1
2
h
R213(3d2R33vA + d2R32vS + 2R31v) +R
2
12(d2R33vA + 3d2R32vS + 2R31v) +
+R211(2(R33vA +R32vS) + 3R31v)
+22R11(R13R33v +R13R31vA +R12R31vS +R12R32v)
+2d2R13R12(R33vS +R32vA)
i
g122 =
1
2
h
R13
 
3d2R
2
23vA + 2d2R23R22vS + d2R
2
22vA + 22R23R21v + 2R
2
21vA

+R12
 
d2
 
R223vS + 2R23R22vA + 3R
2
22vS

+ 2R
2
21vS + 22R21R22v

+R11
 
2v
 
R223 +R
2
22

+ 22R21(R23vA +R22vS) + 3R
2
21v
 i
g123 =
1
2
h
R13(R23(3d2R33vA + d2R32vS + 2R31v)
+d2R22(R33vS +R32vA) + 2R21(R33v +R31vA))
+R12(R22(d2(R33vA + 3R32vS) + 2R31v)
+d2R23(R33vS +R32vA) + 2R21(R31vS +R32v))
+R11(R21(2(R33vA +R32vS) + 3R31v)
+2(R23R33v +R23R31vA +R22R31vS +R22R32v))
i
g133 =
1
2
h
R13
 
3d2R
2
33vA + 2d2R33R32vS + d2R
2
32vA + 22R33R31v + 2R
2
31vA

+R12
 
d2
 
R233vS + 2R33R32vA + 3R
2
32vS

+ 2R
2
31vS + 22R31R32v

+R11
 
2v
 
R233 +R
2
32

+ 22R31(R33vA +R32vS) + 3R
2
31v
 i
g222 =
3
2
h
d2
 
R223 +R
2
22

(R23vA +R22vS) + 2R21v
 
R223 +R
2
22

+2R
2
21(R23vA +R22vS) + R
3
21v
i
g223 =
1
2
h
R223(3d2R33vA + d2R32vS + 2R31v) +R
2
22(d2R33vA + 3d2R32vS + 2R31v)
+2d2R23R22(R33vS +R32vA) +R
2
21(2(R33vA +R32vS) + 3R31v)
+22R21(R23R33v +R23R31vA +R22R31vS +R22R32v)
i
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g233 =
1
2
h
R23
 
3d2R
2
33vA + 2d2R33R32vS + d2R
2
32vA + 22R33R31v + 2R
2
31vA

+R22
 
d2
 
R233vS + 2R33R32vA + 3R
2
32vS

+ 2R
2
31vS + 22R31R32v

+R21
 
2v
 
R233 +R
2
32

+ 22R31(R33vA +R32vS) + 3R
2
31v
 i
g333 =
3
2
h
d2
 
R233 +R
2
32

(R33vA +R32vS) + 2R31v
 
R233 +R
2
32

+2R
2
31(R33vA +R32vS) + R
3
31v
i
: (B.3)
Similarly we can dene the quartic couplings
VHcubic =
1
4!
gijklhihjhkhl : (B.4)
Then for the broken phase one obtains:
g1111 =
3
2
h
d2
 
R213 +R
2
12
2
+ 22R
2
11
 
R213 +R
2
12

+ R411
i
g1112 =
3
2
h
d2
 
R213 +R
2
12

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
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2
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
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2
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
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1
2
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R213(3d2R23R33 + d2R22R32 + 2R21R31)
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+2d2R13R12(R23R32 +R22R33) +R
2
11(2(R23R33 +R22R32) + 3R21R31)
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g1133 =
1
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R213
 
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3R233 +R
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+ 2R
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31
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+R212
 
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R233 + 3R
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+ 2R
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2
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2
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g1233 =
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
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i
: (B.5)
These expressions are all valid for the dark matter phase by replacing 2 = 3 = 0 in the
mixing matrix elements and setting vA = 0.
B.2 RxSM
For this model, the relevant cubic couplings are
g111 =
3
2
R311v + 3HSR
2
11R12vS + 3HSR11R
2
12v + SR
3
12vS
g112 = R
2
11

3R21v
2
+ HSR22vS

+R212(HSR21v + SR22vS)
+2HSR11R12(R21vS +R22v)
g122 = R11

3
2
R221v + 2HSR21R22vS + HSR
2
22v

+R12
 
HSR
2
21vS + 2HSR21R22v + SR
2
22vS

g222 =
3
2
R321v + 3HSR
2
21R22vS + 3HSR21R
2
22v + SR
3
22vS : (B.6)
The quartic couplings are
g1111 =
3R411
2
+ 6HSR
2
11R
2
12 + SR
4
12
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g1112 =
3
2
R311R21 + 3HSR
2
11R12R22 + 3HSR11R
2
12R21 + SR
3
12R22
g1122 = R
2
11

3R221
2
+ HSR
2
22

+R212
 
HSR
2
21 + SR
2
22

+ 4HSR11R12R21R22
g1222 =
3
2
R11R
3
21 + 3HSR11R21R
2
22 + 3HSR12R
2
21R22 + SR12R
3
22
g2222 =
3R421
2
+ 6HSR
2
21R
2
22 + SR
4
22 : (B.7)
The dark phase is obtained by setting  = 0 and vS = 0.
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